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Abstract
Change is increasingly present in our life. Getting the principle rules right is an
important factor of success. How and when to apply rules depends on our
understanding of the processes.
In corporate terms, management decisions can be supported by data
analysis, more specifically, process analysis. Process analysis helps to discover
patterns and interdependencies within sequences of data.
In turn, this helps understanding the interaction of domains within our system.
In technical terms, efficient exploitation of raw data has now become a daily life
reality, since off the shelf components are now powerful enough to operate such a
computer aided management system. Ironically, if an organization already has a
well organized IT infrastructure, the software can be installed as an add-on
component that embeds into the existing system.
Hence, I choose this project because I think that people, who want to be present in
the creation and embracement of new trends, will value and use analytical tools
and technology more in the future.
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Overview
1.1

1

Introduction

The capability to think abstract has changed the way
people are doing business today. In the past, one or very
few people controlled a group of people.
As an example, this system would look like, as on figure
on the right. Because of single point of failure, the system
is highly vulnerable. It is also slow in responding to
environmental and other external changes such as global
competition, since slave end points depend on the
central point. The figure below represents a
decentralized system, which I think, represents the way
we do business today and the way we relate working
groups or companies to each other. Of course, it is highly
abstract structure since; it does not represent
competitors or other elements. However, we can observe
that the more decentralized
the system is, the more it
depends on the interaction
of its nodes. Hence, by
connecting nodes of the
system, we inevitably
decentralize it and therefore make it more coherent and
active. It fosters convergence because the nodes can
only communicate well if they are of similar type. An
absolute decentralized system would look like as on
figure below on the right. How does this change affect
the way we do business today? More choice and faster
operation ? Yes !
How to find the right path to my potential
business goal ? The key
word is being selective.
Which technology to use?
Which partner company to
work with? Which share,
which company is
performing well?
That is where my program is aiming to help.
For example, let’s look at the Sept 11 attack of the
USA. After that day, the average of the stock exchange
have started falling. However, some companies
artificially maintained or increased their market value.
Which companies are stable? The ones whom fall with
the rest or the ones, which increased or artificially
maintained their original trends? Since, companies
whom were affected the negative external influence,
they have shown no initiative to be independent of
this effect.
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Just like hitting a ball from the left side will cause the ball to move towards the
right. The point I am trying to make is that companies that can depend less on
fewer processes can maintain their stability better. In turn, this can be partially
achieved by maximizing your business connection with the appropriate companies.
If every node in the system represents a process, which process to choose from?
And hence, which process to depend on?
In a global market, we have to choose companies within a market segment that
show stability over time and hence, control and dominate their own market
segment. It sounds simple for the first time but let’s look at a practical example.
The British Empire during its glorious days has maintained a global network of
businesses from New Zealand to Canada.
Some countries trade with their neighbors or a set of other countries. Still, Britain
had an enormous power over the rest since it maintained a lot diverse set of
dependencies. Even more, these trade connections were already established local
trade centers of the region such as Hong Kong. Water was the common
transportation interface that is still the most popular way of cargo transport today.
Why did the empire have fallen apart then?
Actually, it is not only the falling of the Empire but the advantageous
decentralization of management that melt the mountain of the central operational
hierarchy. Today, it is the ability to exchange and manipulate information that
drives our planet, or in other words to take the right action at the right time.
A decentralized information management system is a lot more robust and
responsive than a centralized one.
Systems fall apart because the system has changed without the recognition
of the system itself. It is hence important to take a close look at the internal
operation and being aware of it.
Projecting this idea to the IT world. Digital information rather than goods
represents value. Transportation is cable, microwave, etc.
Although decisions are still made by humans, information technology is becoming
increasingly present in the decision-making process. For example, driving a car is
becoming less dependent on human decisions since the intelligent electronics in
the car takes care of our safety and navigation. When we want to drive from A to
B, we might think that we are in full control of the car, but it is the car’s electronics
that provides safe driving and navigation. Similarly, we can tell a computer aided
management system our goals and it will navigate us to take the right decision in
management. Data, for example became increasingly important. According to
StorageTek Corporation, “during the past five years. Digital storage demand has
grown at or beyond 60 percent annually and is expected to sustain a 70-90 percent
growth rate for the foreseeable future”. Market analysis predicts, that in just 4
years, companies will, on the average manage 10 times as much data as they
do today. Today an estimated 93% of all data is born digital. Hence, management
and storage of data is highly unexploited today as StorageTek recognized it.
However, the analysis of data is barely attempted efficiently at commercial level
yet.
So, how does this software aim for a control? It selects a process that depends
least on any of the other processes by comparing and analyzing each process in
terms of each other. I shall describe this method in the next chapter.
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1.2

The model of the program

In my BSc project, I wrote a character oriented C program for Unix and DOS
platforms.
Although it uses a distributed algorithm using Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM), that
program had an iterative execution model and didn’t utilize multithreading either.
The program I am writing in this project, runs in an MS-Windows
environment and utilizes multithreading as well as being distributed. Figure 1.4
shows how information is processed in distributed data analysis software.

Figure 1.4

Schematic operation of a data analysis program

To be more specific, the internal structure of the software comprise of 3 main
parts. Figure 1.5 indicates the structure in more detail.
• Database Management System (DBMS)
Where raw data is stored in table format. I choose MySQL as the
DBMS system since it is simple, multithreaded, small, fast and
sophisticated enough for medium sized databases. Alternatively, it can
be used distributed for larger databases.
• Server
Queries the DBMS and does the bulk of data analysis. It can run
anywhere on the internet, but has to be accessible by the clients via TCP/IP.
It listens for data analysis requests and sends back results after being dealt
with the database analysis. The server is implemented as a Windows service.
This provides easy task management for the system that hosts the server.
Also, requires no interaction from the user and several of it can run at
the same time on the same or different hosts.
• Client(s)
Provides interface for the user and allows setting the database properties.
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Figure 1.5
1.3

Software inter-action of the program

The process of analysis

There are 2 conditions for the data source.
(1) Data is stored in table format.
(2) Table entries are real numbers.
Since table entries do not represent formally a process, the initial table entries are
extracted as a finite set of arrays. In this example, I used the British industry
properties from 1948 until 2002 based on annual samples of :
(1) Total production industries
(2) Mining and quarrying
(3) Manufacturing industries
(4) Electricity, gas and water supply

Figure 1.6

Raw data in table format as in SQL
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Phase I, detecting interdependencies
If we represent the value of each entry in the array, we obtain a diagram as in
Figure 1.7

Figure 1.7

Diagram of table values

We can see that this diagram informally represents several processes since the
samples relate to each other. However, this form of the information is not suitable
for mathematical process analysis. The samples can be fitted with a curve by
applying “Least squares fit of a Polynomial”. This technique being described for
fitting a straight line to data points generalizes easily to fitting a polynomial of any
specified degree to data points. Of course, the obtained curve is an
approximation of the possibly real process.
Now, let us consider an example to fit a curve to a data array of m elements; that is
fixed degree of m. It is also noticeable that all processes converge over time on
Figure 1.7. By 1998, all the extreme values have settled close to one another.
The data array is represented as matrix by transposing the vector and inserting an
extra column of 1s on the left of the matrix. Hence, we had the following data,
Year Value_a Value_b
1947
1.2
5.6
1948
1.4
5.1
1949
2.3
5.2
1950
2.2
5.23
1951
2.1
5.25




we will obtain matrix. M = 




1
1
1
1
1

1.2
1.4
2.3
2.2
2.1

5.6 
5.1 
5.2 

5.23
5.25

1947 
1948


and vector y = 1949


1950
1951
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If MTM is an invertible matrix than the solution is

a0 
 
 a1 
T
-1 T
V* = (M M) M y where v*= v = a2  and a0 … a4 represents the coefficients of
 
 a3 
 
a 4 
the polynomial. And v* represent the unique solution of the system of equations,
that in turn forms a polynomial of degree m. This polynomial formally describes the
curve that fits the data segment values.
More formally, the curve fitting procedure can be described in the following steps

y = a0 + a1 x + L + am x

m

(x , y ), (x , y ),L, (x , y )

to n entries

1

2

1

2

n

n

Substituting these n values of x and y into the equation yields the equation

y = a + a x +L+ a x
y = a + a x +L+ a x
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or in matrix form

2
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M
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n

m

m

n
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where y, M and v are in the form of
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2
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 M 
 
am 

The obtained curve will then be something like the following figure.

Figure 1.8

Curves of the processes
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Now the format of data is suitable for mathematical process analysis such as
Fourier series approximation.
Definition of Approximation problem : Given a function f that is continuous
on an interval [a,b], find the “best possible approximation” to f using only
functions from a specified subspace W of C[a,b].
For example, if there are two functions that formally describe two processes, than
we measure the approximation of function A in terms of function B by calculating
standard deviation, that is the difference in the function ranges of the
corresponding domain values.
Visually, the deviation of two functions is indicated by the green shaded area on
the following figure.

Figure 1.9

Standard deviation of 2 processes

The rate of change of the deviation indicates the interdependence of the two
functions. For example, from 1948 until 1970, the deviation is approximately
steady increasing. This indicates, that the two processes indeed, are
interdependent and one or the other or an external factor triggers positive
feedback since the rate is steadily increasing. After 1984, the two processes have
synchronized and increase together. Demonstrating a friction free micro economy.
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Phase II, detecting patterns
In this section, I will refer to processes as signals aka functions.
In general signals are one-dimensional functions of time. However if we analyze
and/or synthesize more than one process it can be 2 or higher dimensions.
An image, for example is a 2 dimensional signal since it has x and y co-ordinates.
Broadly speaking there are 2 types of signals:
(1) Continuous-time signals, denoted as x(t ) , where t usually indicates time
as an independent variable.
(2) Discrete-time signals denoted as x[n] , where n in an integer and
indicates the time index.
I am using continuous-time signals, as discrete time signals are usually sampled
versions of it, hence are a subset of it in terms of information. Also, I am focusing
on the processes rather than individual samples. In general, continuous-time
signals are more difficult to represent in computers since they are in the form of
functions rather than raw samples such as a wav file. In my case, the most
important indicator of the process is its change as t varies. In other words, where
does the process/signal converge as time varies?

Figure 1.10 Effect of sampling (Continuous Æ Discrete)
As Figure 1.10 shows, sampling is exactly the inverse operation of curve fitting.
Remember, on page 8, we had discrete elements in a SQL table that were
transformed to polynomials using the curve-fitting algorithm.
With the aid of Fourier series we can represent several continuous-time periodic
waveforms. We can write almost any periodic, continuous-time signal as an infinite
sum of harmonically related complex exponentials:
∞

x(t ) =

∑X

k = −∞

Where,

k

e j 2πkf 0t

Xk =

1  t0 +T0
x(t )e − j 2πkft t dt  = k th Fourier coefficient
∫


t
0

T0

(1)

(2)

T0 = period of x(t ) fundamental period and

(3)

f 0 = 1 / T0 = fundamental frequency of x(t )

(4)
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For example, here are a few effects of time variations

Figure 1.10

Time variations

Figure 1.11 Some variations of t
Now that we understand the nature and representation of signals, we shall
consider detecting patterns. I will divide patterns into two categories,
(1) Periodic patterns are detectable by using the standard Fourier
transformations.
(2) Stable processes, stability of systems can be passive or active.
A passive stable system is when the input is constant and the system
remains stable. Such example is a well performing company in a stable
economy. However if the economy fluctuates and the company becomes
unstable too, it is a passive stable property.
Consequently, an active stable property is when the input varies over time
and the process remains stable, not even a spike in either direction.
Unfortunately, in order to perform a stability analysis, the original polynomial
equations have to be transformed into the form of difference equations.
N

M

l −1

k =0

y[n] = ∑ a1 y[n − 1] + ∑ bk x[n − k ]

(1)
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Properties of input signal coefficients and variables

x[n] < ∞, ∀n

al < ∞, ∀l

bk < ∞, ∀k

Properties of output signals

y[n] < ∞, ∀n
These types of equations have bounded input and bounded output (BIBO).
If the filter coefficients, signal filters as well as the output signals are bounded than
the equation represents a passive stable system. In order to detect active stable
systems, the input must not be bounded but the output. In other words, whatever
the input is, the system tolerates it and the output will be bounded. To achieve this
property, the survival of the system clearly, depends on its own intelligence.
The analysis tool that allows a system to be classified into
(1) Stable
(2) Unstable
(3) Marginally stable
system is called a z-transform and it also allows to determine system
responsiveness as well as classifying its stability. Here are the classifying
formulas.
Stable

Æ

y [ n ] = ( − 1 / 3 ) y [ n − 1] + (1 / 2 ) y s [ n − 2 ] + x[ n ]

Unstable

Æ

y[n] = (−1 / 4) y[n − 1] + (1 / 3) y[n − 2] − (1 / 2) y[n − 3] + x[n]

Marginally stable

Æ

y[ n ] = ( − 1 / 2 ) y[ n − 1] + (1 / 2 ) y [ n − 2 ] + x[ n ]

Now, let the input sequence be

1L n = 0
x[n] = 
0L n ≠ 0
It is known as Discrete-time unit impulse
Now, let’s set the coefficients

y p [n] = 0, n < 0, p ∈ {1,2,3}
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As Figure 1.12 shows, for the unstable system, the output grows without bound; for
the marginally stable system, the output never goes back to zero; while for the
stable system, the output decays to zero over time.

Figure 1.12

Impulse responses of the system

Figure 1.13 A more realistic dynamic input with optimal output
Such tolerant system behavior can be observed while the system is learning.
The more the system learns about the input processes and its internal operation
the more it can tolerate and hence, control its stability. In this specific case, Figure
1.13 demonstrates an ideal system. Hence, the system that gradually develops
stability over time.
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1.4

Why P/E ratio and S&P 500 doesn’t reflect corporate performance?

Definition of Price/Earnings Ratio by NASDAQ :
A stock analysis statistic in which the current price of a stock (today's last
sale price) is divided by the reported actual (or sometimes projected, which
would be forecast) earnings per share of the issuing firm; it is also called the
"multiple".
Definition of Standard and Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) - $SPX by NASDAQ :
The S&P 500 index - ($SPX), more formally known as the S&P 500 Composite
Stock Price Index, is a European-style, capitalization-weighted index (shares
outstanding multiplied by stock price) of 500 stocks that are traded on the
New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange and Nasdaq National
Market. The advantage of "cap-weighting" is that each company's influence
on index performance is directly proportional to its relative market value. It is
this characteristic that makes the S&P 500 such a valuable tool for
measuring the performance of actual portfolios.
Price per Earnings is a popular indicator among short-term investors whom try to
exploit the fluctuations of the stock exchange. It is based on one year of the
particular stock’s trade information that is trailing earnings. Since P/E is a weak
measurement of the financial condition of the companies, it is used in conjunction
with the S&P 500, that is the P/E ratio of the S&P 500 companies. People and
companies are a lot more complex than to efficiently predict their future growth
simply by adding and dividing a few numbers based on 12 months of financial
information. Overall, it might even sound simple too, but many people still count on
the P/E ratio and similar financial indicators as a long-term indicator of
performance. Trading stocks based on P/E ratio is a short-sited act, since there
are a lot of factors that could influence a company value, even on short term.
To be realistic, it is not easy to evaluate the viability of a company, which again
sounds obvious, but many people only look at the shallow surface.
It is better if we measure the stability of the company over time and compare it with
other companies and the local and world economical performance at a given time.
Similar to the method being explained in the previous chapter. Of course, even if a
company performed well and stayed stable in the past, might fall in the future. But
this, again requires the analysis of upcoming changes on other market segments
that could affect the specific company. To do that, the analytical method used in
this software, again; can be exploited.
Most importantly, it makes no sense to create theories about an economy
either. The e-economy for example, has been badly interpreted, most people now
agree with it. See chapter 2, page 16, for more information on the e-commerce
crash 2 years ago, most people wouldn’t stop investing in it .com startups simply
because other people didn’t either and it was a trendy thing to be in. The crash
was only a year ago and I wonder if people are now taking a more careful look at
what they invest in or use analytical tools to obtain an in depth understanding of
technology, business and market processes.
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The mood of the people is also an important factor. Proud and happy
people usually work more and more creative than unhappy and ashamed people.
This factor largely depends on the society, climate and location etc. Even a simple
nationwide event can have a significant effect on the production potential of the
country, including management of course. To summarize, stock exchange
fluctuation could hardly be used as the indicator of a long-term economical
monitoring tool.
1.5

Hardware environment

I choose the system to apply technologies of the lowest common denominators of
availability and cost. In hardware terms, this result in

•
•
•
•

IEEE 802 standard or in other names 10/100Mbit Ethernet.
Category 5 patch cables with RJ-45 interface
Netgear RP114 integrated router and switch
Intel based Network Interface Card

In practice, the vendors matter less since a dozen of vendors offer similar products
that are compatible with each other and use the same technical standards
developed by IEEE and commented in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
Request for Further Comments (RFC) series. In my specific case, I built a LAN at
home simply because I live far from the computer laboratory. The campus itself is
directly connected via a Microwave uplink to the nationwide Internet backbone.
The campus is set up as a subnet. Within this subnet, my router forms another
subnet. I use Network Address Translation (NAT) to access the different hosts
within my network. NAT also acts like a manual firewall since it only accepts
sockets on ports that are set in the NAT forward table. For example, the MySQL
port (default = 3306) is forwarded to host 198.162.0.2 on the subnet while ports
less then 1024 are forwarded to 198.162.0.3 which is the Microsoft 2000 Advanced
Server aka domain controller.
__________________________________________________________________
Note: Ports less then 1024 are dedicated for system level communication
purposes such as ftp 21, telnet 23, ssh 22 etc. For further information,
consult RFC 1010
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Figure 1.10 Structure of the LAN and WAN in my Oxford flat
I used switch for the extension of the subnet rather than hub, since the switch
micro segments the collision domain of the subnet. In other words, communication
between any two hosts on the switched network is full duplex, unlike using a hub.
In larger networks such as a corporate office, the network is usually up linked with
a fiber optic modem running FDDI and/or ATM protocol. This backbone connection
than usually goes into a high capacity and configurable router. From there the link
goes into switches that let the connection being shared among the many hosts and
other network devices that use the network.
It is a good practice to enumerate the patch cables in case a new network
structure is lined up
or a new network device is being installed that would require the rewiring of some
or all parts of the server room. I saw people reconfiguring Virtual LANs in a large
office by unplugging the patch cables to new ports on Cisco Catalyst switches,
whereas the switch itself supports all types of VLANs to be configured remotely,
without even the need to enter the server room. Another common problem i
observed is that some patch cables are not properly mounted and hang across the
front door of the network rack. When people close the door, the cable is being
trapped and takes a zigzag shape. If the network is 100Mbit/s or higher, this will
reduce the throughput since some high frequency signals will not be able to go
through sharp bends.
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Servers of the network are usually being put on the same switch to ensure fast
inter-server communication. For example, we might have an application server that
is using a file server. In that case, it is beneficial to ensure fast access between the
two and connect both to the same switch, even if on different VLAN since
connection speed is what dominates most.
__________________________________________________________________
For more information on VLAN, please consult RFC 2643
1.6

Software environment

There are an abundant amount of software tools available to write this software,
some free some not. After an extensive research in books, newspapers and on the
internet I have read Microsoft’s series on high performance computing [ref to link
here]. It became clear that Windows clustering is now on the rise. Although people
have done efficient practical solutions of it in the past, in commercial terms it have
not been used that widely.
I recognized that it is more valuable if I use MS-Windows clustering than
traditional Unix clustering, I installed a windows network on my LAN at home.
Windows clustering is a new area, the first practically efficient cluster solution was
assembled at Cornell Theory Center in October, 2001. Since than, the Top500
supercomputer list has over 60 Windows clusters. This tendency is impressive if
we consider that the change that has happened within 6 month. Another important
and obvious advantage of windows clustering is the large number of systems
already being used. People using Windows operating system in over 90% of
offices of what the computing power can be utilized, free of cost. This idea has
already been applied by SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence). SETI is a
non-profit organization; they collect radiation data from the Puerto-Rico deep
space satellite dish. Partition digitalized data and distributes it across the
volunteer’s desktop’s that are connected to the Internet and denote their free CPU
cycles to the SETI project to analyze the data.
Anyone can contribute. [Ref: www.seti.org] The other reason I choose Windows
clustering is because the free Computational Clustering Technical Preview
Development Toolkit (CCTP). It contains the following components:
Software Included in the Toolkit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Windows XP Professional evaluation version
Microsoft Windows 2000 Advanced Server evaluation version
Microsoft Visual Studio .Net DVD evaluation version
Microsoft Interix 2.2
MPI/Pro 1.6.4 from MPI Software Technology, Inc. (free up to 32 processor
clusters)
ClusterController 1.5.1 from MPI Software Technology, Inc. (free up to 32
processor clusters)
Visual Fortran 6.6.A Standard Edition from Compaq
Math Kernel Libraries 5.2 from Intel
Computational Cluster Monitor from Cornell Theory Center
PLAPACK package (open source software)
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White Papers Included in the Toolkit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Hardware Considerations For Planning Cluster Systems" by Cornell Theory
Center
"High-Performance Interconnects in Cluster Environments" by Cornell Theory
Center
"Resource Monitoring" by Cornell Theory Center
"Fileservers and Systems in Clusters: Improving Data Accessibility" by Cornell
Theory Center
"Node Cloning and Image Distribution Methods in Windows 2000" by Lynn
Baird and Laurie McEvoy, Cornell Theory Center
"Benchmarking Intel Systems and Understanding the Results" by Cornell
Theory Center
"Microsoft Cluster Toolkit Quick Start Guide" by Cornell Theory Center

The availability of the CCTP pack saved me a lot of time and energy, not to
mention the cost of the software.
[Ref: http://www.microsoft.com/windows2000/hpc/toolkit.asp ]
Applying these tools, we obtain the following communication layers

Figure 1.11 Communication layers of the system
To increase security further, I enabled firewall protection on all Windows XP
clients. NAT and firewall together ensures higher security.
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Inter-operation of technologies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.1

2

C became the language of the server application
C++ became the language of the Windows client with the use of the MFC
library
TCP and IP became the communication protocol
IEEE 802 standard family became the underlying physical network layer
SQL/MySQL became the Data Base Management Service (DBMS)
MPI/Pro, .NET and ClusterController became the distributed technology
Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL 5.2)
PLAPACK
Microsoft Windows OS became the host platform
The C Language

The C language was derived from B by Dennis Ritchie at Bell Labs in 1972 for
systems programming on the PDP-11 and was used to immediately re-implement
Unix instead of assembly language.
C is not an object-oriented language nor has its multiple inheritance capability. As
source code grows, we inevitably confront the necessity to modularize our code
through decomposition of variables and functions.
C allows compiling separate modules into object files and linking them into a single
loadable binary object. We can achieve this by using header files and the make
utility. C also support dynamically loadable libraries and have been widely used in
embedded programming, device driver programming and server applications.
C++ have recently suppressed C on the Windows platform since C++ provides a
faster and more convenient development interface in the graphical user interface
world than C does. I structured the dependency relations into a tree form, and
using a tree is, I think the only way to represent a hierarchy structure most
efficiently.
Hence, global variables and those functions that have been used throughout the
program were placed in the bottom module.
Some of C’s properties are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Portable language, standardized by both ANSI and ISO.
Terse, low level and permissive
Has a macro preprocessor, cpp
The dominant language in systems and microcomputer applications
programming.
It is simple, efficient and flexible
Fast and has a series of mature, well-developed compilers
for CISC platforms. CISC processors are in wider use since it is
easier to write a compiler for CISC architecture because of the wide
choice of processor instructions.
supports dynamic module loading during execution time
a large number of libraries support C
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2.2

The C++ language and the MFC library

C++ was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup at Bell Laboratories in 1986.
C++ is a superset of C, so programmers can use a C++ compiler to compile their
existing C code and/or develop it further to C++. The original name of C++ was C
with classes that have later been renamed to C++, by the ++ increment operator
used in C. Indicating that C++ is a better C. Which is not necessarily true, since it
depends on its use.
C++ 2.0 was introduced in May 1989 and extended C++ with
• Multiple inheritance
• Type-safe linkage
• Pointers to members
• Abstract classes
C++ 2.1 was introduced in 1990 and finalized the evolution of C++ in
["Annotated C++ Reference Manual", B. Stroustrup et al, A-W 1990].
The ANSI X3J16 committees have started standardizing C++ in 1994. They are
still working on it. Nevertheless, a large number of engineering and scientific
libraries and other applications provide both C and C++ interface
for development.
Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC)
MFC is the C++ class library to place an object-oriented wrapper around the
Windows API. It is also possible to program the Windows API directly and people
do so. However, MFC provides a higher abstraction level to the existing Windows
API . Version 6 of MFC contains about 200 classes, some of which are being used
directly and others of which serve primarily as base classes for classes of their
own. MFC is also an application framework.
More than merely a collection of classes, MFC helps define the structure of an
application and handles many routine chores on the application’s behalf.
For example, CWinApp, the class that represents the application object’s member
functions to make the program go. Hence, MFC is a set of building blocks to write
windows applications and save time on common implementation procedures such
as setting up a toolbar etc. MFC provides a class for each windows component
and functionality that the programmer can use as objects to incorporate in the
application. Another advantage of MFC is that its framework uses a lot of tricks to
make Windows objects such as windows; controls and dialog boxes behave like
C++ objects. MFC has the following purposes:

•

MFC should provide an object-oriented interface to the Windows
operating system that supports reusability, self-containment and
other tenets of object oriented programming.

•

It should do so without imposing undue overhead on the system or
unnecessary adding to an application’s memory requirements.
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To summarize, there are a number of popular languages such as Cobol,
Assembly, Fortran, C, C++, Visual Basic etc. that are in use today. The use
depends on their target application. For example, Cobol has a great potential since
over 75% of business applications are written in Cobol including the
VISA/MASTERCARD server applications. An IBM report published last year
indicates that 30 billion COBOL/CICS (Customer Information Control Systems)
transactions are executed worldwide each day, more than the total number of Web
pages hit each day. Hence, There is no single language that covers every aspect
of computing because of either the language or history.
[Ref : http://www.itworld.com/Career/1944/ITW0319weinstein/]
2.3

The Transfer Control Protocol (TCP)

TCP was developed by Department of Defense to provide reliable transmission
over a heterogeneous network environment. Basically, TCP is responsible for
breaking up the message into datagrams, reassembling them at the other end,
resending anything that gets lost, and putting things back in the right order. Every
TCP segment begins with a fixed-format 20-byte header.

Figure 2.1 TCP datagram structure
The TCP service is obtained by having both the sender and receiver create end
points, called sockets. Each socket has a socket number consisting of the IP
address of the host and a 16-bit number local to that host, called the port. One
socket maybe used for multiple connections at the same time. In other words, two
or more connections may terminate at the same socket.
TCP connection is byte stream, for example if the sending process does four 512byte writes to a TCP stream, these data may be delivered to the receiving process
as four 512-byte chunks, two 1024-byte chunks, one 2048-byte chunk etc.
Since TCP is now an industry standard if not an academic, it is worth to compare it
with the academic standard that nobody uses, called ISO OSI
(International Standard Organization - Open System Interconnection)
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Both TCP and OSI are layered protocols. The advantage of using layers is
modularity. The structure looks as follows:

Figure 2.2

Comparison of OSI and TCP/IP

Hence, TCP uses 4 layers instead of 7. The most important difference between
TCP and OSI is perhaps, that TCP was implemented first and then the TCP model
is really just a description of the working model. In the case of the OSI model, the
model was developed first and then the protocol was implemented unsuccessfully
in the lack of practical experience.
_____________________________________________________________
For more info on TCP, consult RFC 793, 1122 and 1323
2.4

The Internet Protocol (IP)

In 1961, at the height of the Cold War, an engineer named Paul Baran at the Rand
institute sold the US Department of Defense on the idea of failure-resistant
communications method called packet switching. But because of roadblocks at
AT&T and the Pentagon, it wasn’t until the 1970s that the technology was finally
adopted as the foundation architecture of the Arpanet – the precursor to the
Internet.
In April, Paul Baran will receive the Franklin Institute’s 2001 Bower Award and
Prize for Achievement in Science, his latest in a string of prestigious honors from
professional organizations including the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers, the Association for Computing Machinery and NEC corporation. Over a
lifetime of quietly sustained achievement as investor and entrepreneur, Baran co
founded the Institute for the Future and created a series of successful companies
based on technologies he developed. Baran’s inventions went mainstream: His
discrete multitone technology is the heart of DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) and his
developments in spread spectrum transmission are essential to the ongoing
wireless explosion. Yet, Paul Baran is little known outside his field.
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Figure 2.3

Evolution of the Internet between 1969 and 1975 (USA)

A few facts about the Internet in Jun 2002:
8%

Total domain types registered

International (COM)

11%

International (NET)
12%

United Kingdom (CO.UK)
69%

Figure 2.4

International (ORG)

Domain statistics

Unites States remains the de facto warm bed for Internet technologies. The United
Kingdom is one of the most wired nations on the planet utilizing the Internet.
United Kingdom is also the only country in the world where cable TV is more
popular than the Internet. Having invested in cables, the UK is already ready for
a faster Internet expansion with digital interactive TV experience.
The Internet address has also began to restructure itself due to running out of
sensible domain names. New extensions include .tv, .net, .info etc.
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The badly interpreted Internet economy crash is indicated by the following figure.

Millions

Total domains registered, -13.49 % from previous year
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Figure 2.5

Apr, 2002

.com death

Service type by host OS
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Linux

20%
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Figure 2.6

news

ftp

Service type distribution among OS platforms
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IP is the protocol that connects networks, hence the name inter net.
The data fragment of the IP communication is datagram. An IP datagram
consists of a header part and a text part. The header has a 20-byte fixed part and
a variable length optional part.

Figure 2.7

IP header structure

The communication on the Internet is as follows. The transport layer takes data
streams and breaks them up into datagrams. In theory, datagrams can be up to
64Kbytes each, but in practice they are usually around 1500 bytes. Each datagram
is transmitted through the Internet, possibly being fragmented into smaller units as
it goes. When all the pieces finally get to the destination machine, the network
layer into the original datagram reassembles them. This datagram is then handed
to the transport layer, which inserts it into the receiving process’ input stream.
During this process, the datagram might pass through several different types of
network architectures. Transparency is provided by fragmentation and
encapsulation. A datagram might have to fragmented if the maximum size of
datagram on the current network is smaller then the datagram itself.
Some types of networks are as follows:
Ethernet, the name given to the popular local area network by . The Ethernet is
a 10/100/1000MB/s broadcast bus technology with
distributed access control.

•

FDDI, Fiber Optic Data Interface is a 100Mbit/s token –ring that was
optical fiber for transmission between stations and has dual counterrotating rings to provide redundant data paths for reliability.

•

HiPPI, High Performance Parallel Interface is a copper-based data
communications standard capable of transferring data at 800MB/s over
32 parallel lines or 1.6 Gbit/s over 64 lines. Most commercially available
high-performance computers offer HiPPI interface. It is a point-to-point
channel that does not support multidrop configurations.
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•

SONET, Synchronous Optical Network is a series of optical signals that
are multiples of basic signal rate of 51.48 Mbit/sec called OC-1.
OC-3 has 155.52 MB /sec transfer rate. OC-192 has 9.952 Gbit/sec
and is currently the fastest fiber optic technology used commercially,
made by Siemens electronics.

•

ATM, Asynchronous Transfer Mode is the technique for transport,
multiplexing and switching that provides a high degree of flexibility
required by B-ISDN. ATM is a connection oriented protocol employing
fixed size packet with a P5-byte header and 48 bytes of information.

2.5

IEEE 802 standard family

LMSC (or IEEE Project 802) develops LAN and MAN standards, mainly for the
lowest 2 layers of the Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI).
LMSC coordinates with other national and international standards groups, with
some standards initiated here now published by ISO as international standards.
There is strong international participation here, and some meetings are held
outside the U.S.
The first meeting of the IEEE Computer Society “Local Network Standards
Committee”, Project 802, was held in February of 1980. There was going to be one
LAN standard, with speeds from 1 to 20 MHz. It was divided into media or Physical
layer (PHY), Media Access Control (MAC), and Higher Level Interface (HILI). The
access method was similar to that for Ethernet, as well as the bus topology. By the
end of 1980, a token access method was added, and a year later there were three
MACs: CSMA/CD, Token Bus, and Token Ring. In the years since, other MAC and
PHY groups have been added, and one for LAN security as well. The unifying
theme has been a common upper interface to the Logical Link Control (LLC) sub
layer, common data framing elements, and some commonality in media interface.
The scope of work has grown to include Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) and
higher data rates have been added. An organizational change gave us the “LMSC”
name and more involvement in the standards sponsorship and approval process.
802 standards currently include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

802.1 Higher Layer LAN Protocols Working Group
802.2 Logical Link Control Working Group (Currently inactive)
802.3 Ethernet Working Group
802.4 Token Bus Working Group (Currently inactive)
802.5 Token Ring Working Group
802.6 Metropolitan Area Network Working Group (Currently inactive)
802.7 Broadband TAG (Currently inactive)
802.8 Fiber Optic TAG
802.9 Isochronous LAN Working Group
802.10 Security Working Group
802.11 Wireless LAN Working Group
802.12 Demand Priority Working Group
802.13 Not Used
802.14 Cable Modem Working Group (Temporarily housed off-site)
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•
•
•
•

802.15 Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) Working Group
802.16 Broadband Wireless Access Working Group
802.17 Resilient Packet Ring Working Group
802.18 Radio Regulatory TAG Regulatory Activities

2.11

Standard Query Language (SQL) /MySQL

SQL is used to query and modify a database. It became the de facto industry
standard and many vendors tried to turn it into a commercial application. These
versions include, MySQL, Microsoft, Oracle, and Sybase etc. An important core of
SQL is equivalent to relational algebra, although there are many important features
of SQL that go beyond what is found in relational algebra, for example aggregation
and database updates. There are 2 major standards: American National Standards
Institute/International Standard Organization (ANSI/ISO) and an updated standard
adopted in 1992, called SQL-92. There is also an emerging standard called SQL-3
that is a superset of SQL-92 or SQL-2. These 2 versions are both the superset of
the ANSI standard and hence are backward compatible.
IBM developed SQL in the 1970s for use in System R. System R was a database
system built as a research project at IBM San Jose Research (now called IBM
Almaden Research Center) in the 1970s. System R introduced SQL and also
demonstrated that a relational system database could provide good transaction
processing performance. Since SQL is a query language and cannot be used on
its own to implement a stand alone application it is often used as an embedded
library within an application. The applications will than handle the database
queries. The user sees nothing about a database transaction nor has to think
about the query itself. There are database applications such as MS-Access that
can be used as a user-friendly interface to a supported database. It than can be
used to implement and operate on a database. It is a useful tool to design a
database and test it. I used MS-Access for the implementation and testing of the
sample database I am using this project. Other applications such as a Computer
Aided Application (CAD) application might use SQL too but the user will have no
use to look at the underlying database structure.
SQL stores data in table format, for example part of the sample database I am
using looks like:
Year
1948
1949

Total
34.1
36.4

Mining
147.9
152.5

Manufacturing
39.9
42.8

Electrics
16.4
17.5

This table has the following properties:
Year

Total

Mining

Manufacturing

Electrics

Year not null,
primary key
(Year)

float(5,2)

float(5,2)

float(5,2)

float(5,2)
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If we were to implement the table specification directly using the SQL shell,
It would look like as follows:
create table uk_labour
(Year
Year not null, primary key (Year),
Total
float(5,2),
Mining
float(5,2),
Manufacturing
float(5,2),
Electrics
float(5,2)) checksum = 1;
Using MS-Access, the same table would be declared as follows :

Figure 2.8

Designing a SQL table with Access

Obviously, declaring, testing and analyzing the database performance by
a graphical tool is a lot more productive. It saved me time and energy.

The MySQL database server embodies an ingenious software architecture that
maximizes speed and customizability. Extensive reuses of pieces of code within
the software and an ambition to produce minimalist but functionally rich features
have resulted in a database management system unmatched in speed,
compactness, stability and ease of deployment. The unique separation of the core
server from the table handler makes it possible to run MySQL under strict
transaction control or with ultra fast transaction less disk access, whichever is most
appropriate for the situation.
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Today MySQL is the most popular open source database server in the world with
more than 2 million installations powering websites, data warehouses, business
applications, logging systems and more.
Customers such as Yahoo! Finance, MP3.com, Motorola, NASA, Silicon Graphics,
and Texas Instruments use the MySQL server in mission-critical applications.
Two Swedes and a Finn set up the company in Sweden: David Axmark, Allan
Larsson and Michael "Monty" Widenius who have worked together since the 80's.
MySQL AB is the sole owner of the MySQL server source code, the MySQL
trademark and the mysql.com domain worldwide. The company is privately held
and without debt, and it is financed by venture capital since July 2001.
MySQL is available for MS-Windows, Unix, Linux and MAC OS. The following list
describes some of the characteristics of MySQL:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Written in C and C++. Tested with a broad range of different compilers.
No memory leaks. MySQL has been tested with Purify, a commercial
memory leakage detector.
Works on many different platforms.
Uses GNU Automake, Autoconf, and Libtool for portability.
APIs for C, C++, Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP, Python and Tcl.
Fully multi-threaded using kernel threads. This means it can easily use
multiple CPUs if available.
Very fast B-tree disk tables with index compression.
A very fast, thread-based memory allocation system.
Very fast joins using an optimized one-sweep multi-join.
In-memory hash tables, which are used as temporary tables.
SQL functions are implemented through a highly optimized class library
and should be as fast as possible! Usually there isn't any memory
allocation at all after query initialization.

2.11

Message Passing Interface (MPI)/Pro

MPI is the de facto standard for communication among the
nodes running a parallel program on a distributed memory
system and clusters. MPI's advantage over older message
passing libraries is that it is both portable because MPI has been implemented for
almost every distributed memory architecture and fast because each
implementation is optimized for the hardware it runs on.
MPI is a library of routines that can be called from Fortran and C programs in the
MPI-1 standard. Since only C and Fortan programmers could obtain a feasible
performance from MPI, C++ programmers were not able to harness MPI in the mid
1990s. Hence, the State University of Mississippi and the University of Notre Dame
were developing Object Oriented (OO) versions of MPI.
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The merger of these systems result in the MPI-2 standard.
Class

Description

Group

An ordered collection of processes

Communicator

The holder of the Group and other information

IntraComm

A communicator working on a single group

InterComm

A communicator working between two groups

Cart

An intracommunicator with Cartesian topology

Graph

An intracommunicator with general graph topology

Datatype

A type describing the kind of data being transferred

BasicType

Predefined data types

Derivedtype

User-defined data types

Message

An object that facilitates the composition of data

Transports

An object that facilitates the mode of transfer

Device

An object that facilitates the transfer of data

Request

A handle to inquire about messages

Status

The holder of information when a transfer completes

Cache

An object that contains attributes, with callbacks

ErrorHandler

A handler for processing errors
Figure 2.9

C++ API structure of MPI
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Figure 2.10
Architectural Model of MPI (Copyright MPI Software Technologies)
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Specific to MPI/Pro
High performance
MPI/Pro supports multiple communication devices such as :
• Transport Control Protocol (TCP)
• Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP)
• Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA)
• Myrinet™ (GM) (what is GM …………………….!)
High-speed network devices are optional and require special network support. For
example, as a VIA network, MPI/Pro supports Emulex cLAN™.
(explain Emulex and cLAN…………………..!)

MPI/Pro is designed to designed to provide maximum communication and
performance overhead on the CPU. These features include :
• Reduced intermediate data copying
• Architectural optimization
ο Improved performance of collective operations.
ο Persistent mode of communication.
ο Derived data types.

•
•
•

MPI/Pro also supports high-speed networks with OS software interface
bypasses such as VIA and GM.
Implements an efficient protocol for intra-node (SMP) communication,
which relies on specialWin32 interfaces.
TCP device is implemented directly on WinSock, bypassing the standard
BSD socket interface, which is layered on WinSock.

Scalability
Communication protocols are designed so that they do not take a large amount of
resources when the MPI jobs grow to many hundreds of processes. Also, the
startup services of MPI/Pro enable rapid launching of a large number of processes
from a single request. Multiple MPI/Pro jobs can be executed at the same time
from one startup console as well as on overlapping compute nodes.
Thread safety
MPI/Pro is among the few multithreaded programmer application interfaces that
provide safe multithreaded support on user level programming. All threads can
make concurrent MPI calls. This feature enables I/O to be handled more
asynchronously and facilitates overlapping of communication
and computation.
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Compliance with the MPI Standard “Strict Progress Rule”
The Strict Progress Rule supports strong communication and communication
overlap. It requires message passing to continue regardless of whether the user’s
MPI application is involved in a computationally intensive section of code where
message-passing functions may not ordinarily be called. MPI/Pro ensures
independent message progress, which guarantees timely delivery of
long messages without polling of the user thread.
Multi-device support
MPI/Pro supports multiple concurrent devices. For example, the user can start an
MPI job that uses simultaneously the TCP and SMP devices or the GM and SMP
devices. MPI/Pro’s multi-device design allows for minimum interference of devices,
which allows faster devices to operate at full speed.
MPI-2 functions
MPI/Pro 1.6.4 implements some MIP-2 functions. These functions can be found in
the mpi.h header file of MPI/Pro’s SDK (%MPI_HOME%\include\mpi.h). MPI
Software Technology, Inc is now developing ChaMPIon/Pro, which will provide full
support for the complete set of MPI-2 extensions.
2.11

Intel Math Kernel Library

Instead of writing mine own formulas, I used the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKLB)
for the more CPU demanding functions. Among the many group of libraries that it
contains, LAPACK is widely used in the engineering and scientific areas. MKLB
itself is built on LAPACK, however it have been tuned for the Intel architecture and
hence allowed the subroutines to be refined to gain more than 130% performance
boost. According to the computational tests, most of the subroutines scale linearly
until the rate of 10000 entries.
In my project, I will use no larger than 200X200 matrices, but it is fairly common for
today’s databases to have thousands of entries in a SQL table.
Another important factor of using a library is portability.
Performance Enhancements

•
•
•
•

Optimization techniques used throughout the MKL are
Loop unrolling to minimize loop management costs.
Blocking of data to improve data reuse opportunities.
Copying to reduce chances of data eviction from cache.
Data pre-fetching to help hide memory latency.

•

Multiple simultaneous operations (for example, dot products in dgemm)
to eliminate stalls due to arithmetic unit pipelines.

•

Use of hardware features such as the (Single Instruction Multiple Data) SIMD
arithmetic units, where appropriate.
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The Math Kernel Library includes the following groups of routines

•

•
•
•
•
•

Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS):
o vector operations
o matrix-vector operations
o matrix-matrix operations
Sparse BLAS (basic vector operations on sparse vectors)
Fast Fourier transform routines (with Fortran and C interfaces)
LAPACK routines for solving systems of linear equations
LAPACK routines for solving least-squares problems, eigenvalue and
singular value problems, and Sylvester’s equations
Vector Mathematical Library (VML) functions for computing core
mathematical functions on vector arguments (with Fortran and C
interfaces).

BLAS routines
BLAS level 1 functions and routines:
Performs operations on vectors of data. Typical operations include scaling and dot
products.
BLAS level 2 routines
Perform matrix-vector and vector-matrix operations such as
• Multiplication
• Rank-1 and rank-2 matrix updates
• Solutions of triangular systems
BLAS level 3 routines
Perform matrix-matrix operations, such as
• Matrix-matrix multiplication
• Rank-k update
• Solution of triangular systems
Sparse BLAS routines
Sparse vectors are vectors in which most of the entries are zeros. This property
can speed up the computation significantly if we apply the appropriate functions
that are sparse routines. In a series of applications only half of or some
geometrical part contains nonzero values. These routines perform vector
operations similar to BLAS Level 1 routines.
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Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFTs) are used in digital signal processing and image processing and in partial
differential equation (PDE) solvers. In the case of my project, I am using FFTs
since I implement business and other processes as a natural signal/vibration such
as sound, electricity, light, wave etc.
Combined with the BLAS routines, the FFTs contribute to the portability of
the programs and provide a simplified interface between your program and
the available library.
LAPACK routines
LAPACK stands for Linear algebra Package and it covers a wide variety of linear
algebra routines. These routines are grouped into the following
• Routines for solving systems of linear equations, factoring and
inverting matrices, and estimating condition numbers.
• Routines for solving least-squares problems, eigenvalue and singular
value problems, and Sylvester’s equations.
There is a distributed version of LAPACK called Parallel LAPACK (PLAPACK).
See next section for PLAPACK.
VML functions
Vector Mathematical Functions Library (VML) computes CPU demanding
elementary functions on vectors. A few of these functions are power, trigonometric,
exponential, hyperbolic etc.
VML functions are divided into the following groups:

•

VML mathematical functions that compute elementary functions such as sin,
cos, exp, log, etc on vectors with unit incremental indexing.

•

VML pack/unpack functions convert to and from vectors with positive
increment indexing, vector indexing and mask indexing.

•

VML service functions allow the user to set/get the accuracy mode, and
set/get the error code.

VML functions take a vector as an input argument and return a vector as an
output argument.
2.11

PLAPACK

PLAPACK is being developed at the University of Texas in Austin. PLAPACK
uses MPI routines for communication among the nodes that run the LAPACK
routines. Hence, programming the PLAPACK API requires the programming of
both MPI and LAPACK.
PLAPACK supports C and Fortran compilers only and it is in an early stage of
software maturity. The further development of PLAPACK would largely utilize the
emerging cluster market.
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Requirements of PLAPACK
PLAPACK compiles with Microsoft Visual Studio 6 or higher.
Software libraries required are

•
•
•
•

A C compiler
An implementation of MPI
An implementation of the BLAS and LAPACK
A random number generator with a drand interface

Running distributed PLAPACK applications on clusters.
Since PLAPACK operates on matrices and vectors, computational grids are of predetermined size. For example, the run a pre-compiled PLAPACK executable on
cluster with 8 machines, you would do the following
mpirun -np 128 linpack.exe 16 8 98304 16 128 0
where the arguments have the following meaning
mpirun -np processes linpack.exe rows cols size nb_distr nb_alg ierror
-np : number of processes
rows/cols : the size of the computational logical processor grid
size : the size of the system to solve. The approximate memory used per process
is:
8*size2 / processes
nb_distr and nb_alg set the distribution and algorithmic block sizes, respectively.
The optimal values for Giganet cLan are 16 and 128, respectively.
ierror controls the level of debugging output. You should use 0.
Example: To run on 64 dual-processor nodes with 2Gbytes of RAM each:
mpirun -np 128 linpack.exe 16 8 98304 16 128 0
A problem of this size in this configuration will use approximately 1.125Gbytes of
RAM per machine.
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2.11

. NET architecture

Microsoft .NET is a set of Microsoft software technologies for connecting your
world of information, people, systems, and devices. It enables an unprecedented
level of software integration through the use of XML Web services: small, discrete,
building-block applications that connect to each other—as well as to other, larger
applications—via the Internet.
Components of the .NET architecture include the following:

Intelligent client application software and operating systems enable PCs and
other smart computing devices to act on XML Web services, allowing anywhere,
anytime access to information.

Microsoft and others are developing a core set XML Web services - from
authentication to calendaring -- that can be combined with other XML Web
services or used directly with smart client applications. Microsoft MapPoint .NET,
an XML Web Service that allows you to integrate high-quality maps, driving
directions, and other location intelligence into your applications, business
processes, and Web sites is an example of one of these services.
Microsoft provides the best server infrastructure-including the Microsoft Windows
2000 server family and the .NET Enterprise Servers-for deploying, managing,
and orchestrating XML Web services.
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework are a complete
solution for developers to build, deploy, and run XML Web services.
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2.11

Microsoft and Windows

In 1996, Microsoft owned 87% of the OS market share. Today, after
a series of governmental and other corporations, the market share is over 90%.
Windows has grown out from MS-DOS, (Micro Soft – Disk Operating System).
Around 1980, IBM decided to enter the personal computer market.
IBM sent one of its managers, Philip Estridge to buy a personal computer system.
Philip chose the Intel 8086 microprocessor. It than went to Bill Gates, who, by that
time founded Microsoft.
Philip licensed the popular BASIC language and asked if Microsoft has an OS that
could run on the Intel architecture. Gates didn’t have an OS and suggested to use
Digital Corporation’s CP/M . CP/M was not completed yet so IBM asked Bill for
another CP/M like system. Bill knew of a company called Seattle Computer
Products that wrote a CP/M like operating system for the testing of their
motherboards. Gates bought this operating system in April, hired its developer Tim
Paterson to improve it a little. The operating system was delivered to IBM on
schedule as MS-DOS.
IBM made the PC (Personal Computer) an open system that allowed third party
vendors to develop add on components to the PC. Also, since the specification of
the complete PC was available, companies started making PC clones that
contribute to the success of the PC today. The Intel 8088 microprocessor had 1megabyte address space, IBM decided to allocate the first 640 K of it to (Random
Access Memory) RAM and the rest to Read-Only Memory (ROM). This rigidity
became a snag as PCs started to evolve and more memory became addressable.
In contrast with the press and media today, it was not Microsoft but IBM who
caused the 640K-address problem.
Windows is an event driven software. It responds to external events such
as mouse, network card, keyboard, resizing a window etc. Whenever an event
happens it can trigger a message. A message itself is generated by the operating
system and handled by the operating system via the applications. Hence, windows
tasks communicate by messages. The message triggering, delivering and handling
happens as follows:
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Development and maintenance
3.1

3

Development cycle

Since I choose to apply strongly distributed technologies, the environment
setup took a proportionate amount of the development cycle. This involved the
installation and configuration of :
1
2
3
4
5
6

LAN
Windows 2000 Advanced Server and Windows XP clients
. NET Framework
MPI/Pro
Cluster Controller
MySQL and Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) drivers

The program development comprise of 2 phases.
1. Writing the server
2. Writing the client
3.1.1

The server

I originally wanted to write the server application as a platform independent single
threaded daemon. After investing in Windows NT administration, I decided to write
is as a Windows service application. In this way, I lost platform compatibility but
gained the easy configuration of windows services. Also it automatically became
a threaded application that allows higher utilization of the computer. The server
uses Winsock to connect to the Windows client and uses the MySQL API to
connect to the database.
Step 1 – Accessing the database
In order to access the functionality of the MySQL API, I had to link the MySQL
library and add the necessary header files and dependencies to the Microsoft
Visual Studio 6 project (VC++6). MySQL requires the following steps to connect to
a database.
mysql_init(&mysql);
if (mysql_real_connect(&mysql,host,user,password,database,0,NULL,0))
else
mysql_error(&mysql);
The following functions were used in the above operation
mysql_init
mysql_real_connect
mysql_error

Gets or initializes a MYSQL structure.
Connects to a MySQL server.
Returns the error message for the most recently
invoked MySQL function.
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The second step in connecting to the database is to fetch the required data. This
task is done as follows:
if (mysql_real_query(&mysql, QUERY, strlen(QUERY)) != 0)
printf("\nUnsuccessfull query\n");
else {
result = mysql_store_result( &mysql );
while ((row = mysql_fetch_row(result))) {
lengths = mysql_fetch_lengths(result);
data[j].year
= (float)atoi(row[0]);
data[j].total
= (float)atof(row[1]);
data[j].mining
=(float)atof(row[2]);
data[j].manufacturing
=(float)atof(row[3]);
data[j++].electrics=(float)atof(row[4]);
}
mysql_free_result(result);
}
Note that the above code, performs an SQL query and stores the result in an array
of structure.
The following operations were used in fetching the data from the database.
mysql_real_query
mysql_store_result
mysql_fetch_row
mysql_fetch_lengths
mysql_free_result

Executes a SQL query specified as a counted string.
Retrieves a complete result set to the client.
Fetches the next row from the result set.
Returns the lengths of all columns in the current row.
Frees memory used by a result set.

Once data has been fetched, connection with the database is closed and the
server starts the analysis of the data. In the first phase, simple statistical analysis
is being performed, such as min, max, mean, sample variance etc.
void analyze_step_a(void)
{
int i,j,k,
index;
row_t total_={0},
min, max,
average,

//matrix indexes
//loop guard
//for the purpose of overall statistics
//to store minimum and maximum values
//average

temp[COLUMNS][COLUMNS]; //store result of matrix multiplication
printf("\n total is : %.2f", total_.electrics);
for (index=0; index < COLUMNS; index++) {
total_.electrics
+= data[index].electrics;
total_.manufacturing += data[index].manufacturing;
total_.mining
+= data[index].mining;
total_.total
+= data[index].total;
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//checking for minimal values
if (min.electrics > data[index].electrics)
min.electrics = data[index].electrics;
if (min.manufacturing > data[index].manufacturing)
min.manufacturing = data[index].manufacturing;
if (min.mining > data[index].mining)
min.mining = data[index].mining;
if (min.total > data[index].total)
min.total = data[index].total;
//checking for maximum values
if (max.electrics < data[index].electrics)
max.electrics = data[index].electrics;
if (max.manufacturing < data[index].manufacturing)
max.manufacturing = data[index].manufacturing;
if (max.mining < data[index].mining)
max.mining = data[index].mining;
if (max.total < data[index].total)
max.total = data[index].total;
}
//calculating average;
average.electrics
average.manufacturing
average.mining
average.total

=
=
=
=

total_.electrics
total_.manufacturing
total_.mining
total_.total

/
/
/
/

COLUMNS;
COLUMNS;
COLUMNS;
COLUMNS;

//allocating transformation matrix
sample_variance();
for(i=0;i<COLUMNS;i++)
for(j=0;j<COLUMNS;j++)
for(k=0;k<COLUMNS;k++) {
temp[i][j].electrics += transform[j][i](data[k].electrics);
temp[i][j].manufacturing+=transform[j][i](data[k].manufacturing);
temp[i][j].mining += transform[j][i](data[k].mining);
temp[i][j].total += transform[j][i](data[k].total);
}
for(i=0;i<COLUMNS;i++)
for(j=0;j<COLUMNS;j++)
for(k=0;k<COLUMNS;k++) {
temp[i][j].electrics += temp[i][j].electrics *data[k].electrics;
temp[i][j].manufacturing += temp[i][j].manufacturing *
data[k].manufacturing;
temp[i][j].mining += temp[i][j].mining * data[k].mining;
temp[i][j].total += temp[i][j].total * data[k].total;
}
//end of calculating sample variance
//store results here !
//creates transformation matrix for sample variance
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void sample_variance(void)
{
int i,j;

}

for (i=0;i<COLUMNS;i++)
for (j=0;j<COLUMNS;j++) {
if (i==j)
transform[i][j] = n_reciprocal;
else
transform[i][j] = n_1;
}

//initialize transformation matrix for security
void init_transform(void)
{
int i,j;
for (i=0;i<COLUMNS;i++)
for (j=0;j<COLUMNS;j++)
transform[i][j] = NULL;
}
float n_1(const float n)
{
if ((n * (n - 1.0)) == 0) {
printf("\nDivide by zeri at line %d", __LINE__);
return 1;
}
else
return (float)(-1.0 / (n * (n - 1.0)));
}
float n_reciprocal(const float n)
{
if ((n * (n - 1.0)) == 0) {
printf("\nDivide by zeri at line %d", __LINE__);
return 1;
}
else
return (float)(1.0 / n);
}
The above code is a sample of the data analysis process within the program.
I used function matrices to simplify the calculation. These data structures hold
an arbitrary amount of 2 functions that are stored in a 2 dimensional array aka
matrices.

The type definition of the function matrices is as follows:
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float function (const float number);
return type

function name

argument type

argument name

Higher complexity operations were targeted with MPI and PALAPACK libraries.
MPI had toe be used in conjunction with the PALAPACK API. The great advantage
of these 2 libraries is the crystal clear API interface. For example, the number of
arguments to be a passed to a PLAPACK routine is impressively small. This
indicates some fundamental understanding of software design by the developer.
I copied most of the MPI/PLAPACK software codes from existing examples since
I did not have enough time to master these libraries. The use of the combination of
these 2 libraries requires a lot deeper understanding of the principles behind in
contrast with PVM. Pro, MPI/PLAPACK is more versatile and powerful as in many
other classical examples in computer science. Higher level functions mean less
control and speed but easier to program API.
PLAPACK communicates with parallel PLAPACK tasks via the PMI (PLAPACK
Mathpackage Interface. This interface acts like a sub-API between the running
tasks. It applies TCP/IP as communication protocol. The reason it is important to
have a standard communication interface for mathematical objects is the
preservation of information in a heterogeneous environment. For example, in my
Bsc project, I had to send arbitrary dimension matrices across the internet among
the PVM tasks and because both the datatype were represented differently on the
different platforms I sent the entries one-by-one to ensure correct transfer in any
case. I never felt that it was a smart way but it did work in all cases under any
circumstances. Hence, transparent data transfer is an important issue and is being
handled by the PMI interface. In turn, this interface has been adopted from the
commercial Mathematica software. PMI interface lies under the PLAPACK
implementation and the programmer does not have to know about it necessarily.
In the following example, it is an extract of further matrix operations.
#include "PLA.h" //include PLAPACK library
#include “MPI.h” //include MPI library
int lu_factor( PLA_Obj A, PLA_Obj pivots )
{
int
m,
//matrix rank m
n,
//matrix rank n
ldim;
//matrix length dimension
void *buf_A,
*buf_pivots;

//current factor
//current pivot

MPI_Datatype datatype;

//datatype reference

PLA_Obj_local_length( A, &m );
PLA_Obj_local_width( A, &n );
if ( m == 0 || n == 0 )
//initialized empty matrix
return PLA_SUCCESS;
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PLA_Obj_local_buffer( A, &buf_A );
PLA_Obj_local_buffer( pivots, &buf_pivots );
PLA_Obj_local_ldim( A, &ldim );
PLA_Obj_datatype( A, &datatype );
if ( datatype == MPI_DOUBLE ){
PLA_dlu( &m, &n, (double *) buf_A, &ldim, (int *) buf_pivots );
}
else if ( datatype == MPI_FLOAT ){
PLA_slu( &m, &n, (float *) buf_A, &ldim, (int *) buf_pivots );
}
else if ( datatype == MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX ){
PLA_zlu( &m, &n, ( PLA_DOUBLE_COMPLEX *) buf_A,
&ldim, (int *) buf_pivots );
}
else if ( datatype == MPI_COMPLEX ){
PLA_clu( &m, &n, ( PLA_COMPLEX *) buf_A,
&ldim, (int *) buf_pivots );
}
else{
PLA_Warning( "Datatype not yet implemented" );
}
}

return PLA_SUCCESS;

For example an LU factorization is done as follows
#include "PLA.h"
#include “MPI.h”

//include PLAPACK library
//include MPI libray

void process_answer( PLA_Obj x )
{
int
size,
//row size
me,
//
i,
//index
type_size;
//byte
double d_one = 0.0,
value1 = 1.0,
value2 = 1.0;
void

*locx

= NULL;

MPI_Datatype datatype;
PLA_Obj_datatype ( x, &datatype);
MPI_Type_size ( datatype, &type_size);
// what is my rank in the communicator?
MPI_Comm_rank( MPI_COMM_WORLD, &me );
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// begin application interface mode
PLA_API_begin();
// open object x for read/write mode
PLA_Obj_API_open( x );
if ( me == 0 ) {
// create space for receiving vector
PLA_Obj_global_length( x, &size );
locx = (void *) PLA_calloc( size, type_size);
for (i=0; i<size; i++){
if ( MPI_DOUBLE == datatype ) {
((double *)locx)[i] = 0.0;
}
if ( MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX == datatype ) {
((PLA_DOUBLE_COMPLEX *)locx)[i].real = 0.0;
((PLA_DOUBLE_COMPLEX *)locx)[i].imaginary = 0.0;
}
if ( MPI_FLOAT == datatype ) {
((float *)locx)[i] = 0.0;
}
}

}

// Initiate extraction of contents of x to local buffer
PLA_API_axpy_global_to_vector( size, &d_one, x, 0, locx, 1);

// wait until data actually arrives
PLA_Obj_API_sync( x );
if ( me == 0 ) {
// print first and last entry of vector
if ( MPI_DOUBLE == datatype ) {
value1 = (double) ((double *)locx)[0] ;
value2 = (double) ((double *)locx)[size-1] ;
}
if ( MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX == datatype ) {
value1 = ((PLA_DOUBLE_COMPLEX *)locx)[0].real ;
value2 = ((PLA_DOUBLE_COMPLEX *)locx)[size-1].real ;
}
if ( MPI_FLOAT == datatype ) {
value1 = (double) ((float *)locx)[0] ;
value2 = (double) ((float *)locx)[size-1] ;
}

// free buffer
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PLA_free( locx );
}

}

// close object x
PLA_Obj_API_close(x);
// exit API
PLA_API_end();

In the following code, some of the differential equations operations are done.
I structured the code as much as possible while trying to find a balance between
the amount of subroutines and the number of routine calls. This part uses the
cephes mathematical library to preserve accuracy throughout the loop iterations.
//function prototypes start here
coefficient_t get_coefficients(void);
double my_abs(double);

//to get coefficient
//double absolute value
//these are the formulas-->

double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double

four_a(const int *,const double *, const double *);
four_b(const int *,const double *, const double *);
v_a_star(const int *, const double *);
v_b_star(const int *, const double *);
delta_h_a(const int *, const double *);
delta_h_b(const int *, const double *);
delta_s_b(const int *, const double *);
small_omega_a_o(const int *);
small_omega_b_o(const int *);
small_omega_a(const int *, const double *);
small_omega_a(const int *, const double *);

//end of formulas
//start of tools
void
void
void
void

load(void);
save(void);
new(void);
send(void);

//load from db
//save to db
//new set of coefficients
//send results

// end of tools
x_a_star_current,
x_a_star;

//previous result
//subscription value of x_a_star

int index,
x_a_index,

//array subscription index
//array subscription for x_a

boolean__t found;

//found a result;
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for (x_a_index=10; x_a_index<12; x_a_index++) {
found=FALSE;
for(x_a_star=x_a_star_current; x_a_star<1.50001; x_a_star +=
PRECISION) {
my_abs(my_abs(four_a(&index, &x_a[x_a_index], &x_a_star)) my_abs(four_b(&index, &x_a[x_a_index], &x_a_star))));
if (my_abs(my_abs(four_a(&index, &x_a[x_a_index], &x_a_star)) –
my_abs(four_b(&index, &x_a[x_a_index], &x_a_star))) < PRECISION) {
my_abs(four_a(&index, &x_a[x_a_index], &x_a_star)),
my_abs(four_b(&index, &x_a[x_a_index], &x_a_star)));
found=TRUE;
x_a_star_current = x_a_star;
break;
}
}
}//end of primitive brutal force analysis, what is the better way ?
}//end of array subscription
//declaring sub routines of equation
double v_a_star(const int *index, const double *x_a_star)
{
return (sample_data[*index].big_v_a +
sample_data[*index].big_omega_v * (1.0 - *x_a_star));
}
double v_b_star(const int *index, const double *x_a_star)
{
return (sample_data[*index].big_v_b +
sample_data[*index].big_omega_v * pow(*x_a_star, 2.0));
}
double delta_h_a(const int *index, const double *x_a_or_star)
{
return (sample_data[*index].big_omega_h * pow(1.0 - *x_a_or_star,
2.0));
}
double delta_h_b(const int *index, const double *x_a_or_star)
{
return (sample_data[*index].big_omega_h * pow(*x_a_or_star, 2.0));
}
double delta_s_a(const int *index, const double *x_a_or_star)
{
return (sample_data[*index].big_omega_s * pow(1.0 - *x_a_or_star,
2.0));
}
double delta_s_b(const int *index, const double *x_a_or_star)
{
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return (sample_data[*index].big_omega_s * pow(*x_a_or_star, 2.0));
}
double small_omega_a_o(const int *index)
{
return (F * pow(sample_data[*index].big_v_a, 2.0 / 3.0) * pow(PI, 1.0
/ 3.0));
}
double small_omega_b_o(const int *index)
{
return (F * pow(sample_data[*index].big_v_b, 2.0 / 3.0) * pow(PI, 1.0
/ 3.0));
}
double small_omega_a(const int *index, const double *x_a_star)
{
return (F * pow(v_a_star(index, x_a_star), 2.0 / 3.0) * pow(PI, 1.0 /
3.0));
}
double small_omega_b(const int *index, const double *x_a_star)
{
return (F * pow(v_b_star(index, x_a_star), 2.0 / 3.0) * pow(PI, 1.0 /
3.0));
}
double four_a(const int *index, const double *x_a, const double *x_a_star)
{
return ((1.0 / small_omega_a(index, x_a_star))) *
((sample_data[*index].small_omega_a * small_omega_a_o(index)) +
(R * sample_data[*index].big_t *
log(*x_a_star / *x_a)) + (BETA * delta_h_a(index, x_a_star)) delta_h_a(index, x_a) (sample_data[*index].big_t * delta_s_a(index, x_a_star)) +
(sample_data[*index].big_t * delta_s_a(index, x_a)));
}
double four_b(const int *index, const double *x_a, const double *x_a_star)
{
return (1.0 / small_omega_b(index, x_a_star)) *
((sample_data[*index].small_omega_b * small_omega_b_o(index)) +
(R * sample_data[*index].big_t *
log((1.0 - *x_a_star) / (1.0 - *x_a))) + (BETA * delta_h_b(index,
x_a_star)) - delta_h_b(index, x_a) (sample_data[*index].big_t * delta_s_b(index, x_a_star)) +
(sample_data[*index].big_t * delta_s_b(index, x_a)));
}
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Retrieving database properties
The Windows client has to be able to read and write the database properties in
order to connect to different tables and databases across the internet. To do that,
not just the database IP address and login information but the database properties
has to be passed on to the Windows client. This operation is done in the following
steps.
result = mysql_store_result( &mysql );
result = mysql_list_tables(&mysql, NULL);
if (result != NULL) {
strcpy(library_version, mysql_get_client_info());
strcpy(host_info, mysql_get_host_info(&mysql));
strcpy(protocol_version, mysql_get_proto_info(&mysql));
strcpy(version_number , mysql_get_server_info(&mysql));
}
else
printf( "Query failed\n" );
mysql_free_result(result);
The server then being linked with a windows background service frame that I
created with the VC++6 application wizard. These files are then compiled into
a single executable that is a windows service. Services are then manageable from
the windows service console window as shown on Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1

Windows service console with the Server
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My Server became a bit dumb in comparison with other services since it is only
possible to start, stop or restart it. I still think that implementing the server as a
service fits well into the NT environment from the resource management point of
view.
3.1.2

The client

Figure 3.2

The Client interface

Designing the client was more creative than the server since I had the opportunity
to create my own icon, data type, GUI and help file. I took advantage of the
wizards in VC++6 and I spent 2 weeks on learning even the wizards and
the code they generate. The wizards are the easy way to program, even though I
spent a considerable time with learning it since they worth nothing if the
programmer doesn’t understand the code they generate. Wizards are useful
because they take care of lot of things such as system valuables that normally
doesn’t interest the programmer’s creative point of view. Hence, with wizards, it is
easier to focus on creativity rather than system environment aspects.
I created my application as a single document/view database application.
The first step in the wizard is to select the type of application we are aiming to
develop as shown on Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3

Step 1 of the wizard

The next step is to select the storage functionality. Disabling file storage
Can significantly increase data protection since users will not be able to
store and copy data. Printing could be easily disabled.
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Since I select database application, VC++6 now offers to use a default database
for the project. I use ODBC since it is the most widespread way of sharing and
accessing a windows database. I tried installing my MySQL server so that it could
be accessed from anywhere in the world but our firewall doesn’t allow port
connections on the MySQL database.

Step 3 is to further refine the GUI of the application. In this step we have to choose
the interaction of the application with other windows components such as Active X.
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Step 4 of the wizard allows us to create a user friendly interface with all the
standard user interface components that we got used to in the windows world.

Step 5 allows us to specify the file extension and type that we would like our
application to be associated with. Once we specify this, all the programs will be
aware of our application’s file type via MS-Windows.
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Step 5 allows us to specify the compatibility of our application. Since my
application is relies on MFC, I choose MFC standard. Source file comments
obviously support clarity when the programmer has to modify the source code.
A shared DLL consumes less memory and applications will load faster if the
required DLL is already in memory. In contrast, statically linked libraries consume
more memory and will load slower. However, some applications being ported from
the Unix world or those not yet supporting shared DLL can only run if their library is
being linked statically.
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The final step in the wizard is a report of the generated classes.

These steps look very straightforward although I spent a lot of time understanding
the generated code and fine tuning the application. Another phase of the
development is the link of the libraries and the configuration of interdependencies.
The further development of the client comprise of 2 parts.
(1)
Designing the GUI
(2)
Writing the corresponding code
A GUI is a set of resources that are wired to the functions of the software. The
design components have a unique ID that are passed by in the messages. Once a
GUI component such as a button is pressed, windows generate a message and
passed it to the message handler that will direct the message to the appropriate
class. Fortunately, a lot of the standard functions such as opening a file are
already being implemented in classes. All the programmer has to do is to wire the
GUI component with the appropriate function.
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3.2

Security

Since it is not just societies that are getting decentralized but the information
technologies, interaction plays an important role. Where there is interaction, there
is a communication channel. And in turn, where there is a communication channel,
there is an interface. These interfaces are abusable.
My software is abusable at 3 points

•
•
•

Database interface
Windows client interface
Inter-task communications interface

All 3 parts use the TCP/IP communication but only the Database and the Windows
client communicate via a fixed port. Client distributed tasks might communicate
via dynamically allocated port numbers.
The solution for securing the fixed port communication as follows:
1) Install an SSH client
2) Start your Windows SSH client.
3) Set Hostname = mysqlserver URL or IP.
4) Set userid = your_userid to log in to your server (probably not the same as your
MySQL login/password.
5) Set up port forwarding. Either do a remote forward (Set local_port: 3306,
remote host: yourmysqlservername or ip, remote_port: 3306 ) or a local forward
(Set port: 3306, host: localhost, remote port: 3306).
6) Log in to your server with SSH session you just created.
7) On your Windows machine, start some ODBC application (such as Access).
8) Create a new file in Windows and link to MySQL using the ODBC driver the
same way you normally do, except type in local host for the MySQL host server
-- not yourmysqlservername.
The connection should now be encrypted using (Secure Socket Layer) SSL
encryption.
In order to increase security of the distributed tasks, I used ClusterController
and .NET framework configuration.
I also set Network Address Translation (NAT) and a firewall in order to increase
security. Also, at Alliances Abroad we use a Sonic firewall+ router that encrypts
A Virtual Private Tunnel with 168 bit hardware encryption to securely connect with
the Washington DC office. Such technologies largely contribute to secure
communication.
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Conclusion

4

When I started this project in April 2002, I had the complete system being set-up
and configured in Oxford, UK and I could not imagine that by September, I will be
working on the final Chapter in Texas, USA since I have got an IT internship.
This move altered the normal schedule of my project but I obtained a valuable
experience in return. Hence, a little history enforced me to pick up all the cables
and some of the hardware components and re-install everything.
It was interesting since the custom officers in the US were a bit cautious with the
amount of electronic equipment I brought with myself, so I had to pack everything
out from memory to hard-drive to show the truth. It all turned out advantageous
since I became the IT manager and the network administrator of the company in
one. I had even better resources than before.
On the overall implementation procedure I realized that I had to combat with
system complexity larger than I expected due to the distributed nature of the
system. I learned everything from router configuration to NT network administration
to MFC and MPI programming. I also managed to get in touch personally with
Professor Robert A. van de Geijn the developer of PLAPACK since he lives in
Austin, Texas. Robert in turn, convinced me that commercial Intel processors are
becoming so fast that in the majority of cases it is not necessary to partition data
and tasks. This, of course, doesn’t mean that task and data partition is not a
lucrative solution for large tasks, but by using only all-on-the desktop technologies
I could have saved 2/3 of the time. Of course, this way, I learnt a lot of new
technologies and extraordinary time management skills.
Jeff Prosise’s “Programming Windows with MFC” book was a great help.
It gave advice on not just the technical know how but also user friendliness.
For example, the majority of windows applications have document/view frame.
That is loading a file’s content to the window and displaying it. There are multiple
window and single window document/view applications. By giving advice on using
single window frame, I saved time.
A single window application:
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A multiple window application:

Although it is not so obvious, the single window application is easier to work with
for most but not all type of applications and easier to program too.
I used less of the resources than I initially armed myself with at the beginning.
When I finally understood the complete software environment and configured it,
after I used less than half of the resources I accumulated. These resources were,
technical papers, my notes, and books. I would like to note, that the initial
resources were all used to clarify and focus my goal and the development.
I originally wanted to specialize the analysis of the SA-100 form of the Inland
Revenue. Unfortunately, I stuck with the Data Protection Law and could not obtain
a real sample of the SA-100 database. Hence, I implemented the specification of
the SA-100 database in SQL uselessly. Instead, I started seeking for other
valuable raw information on the Internet.
I found the British industry production statement between 1942 – 2002. The data
sample is broken down into 4 economy segments. That was the point when I
decided to generalize the analysis algorithm and write a universal process
analysis engine.
Herakleitosz, an ancient Greek philosopher wrote that if we want to understand
things we have to study the process rather than the beginning or the end of it. I
also wanted to know the beginning, but since present information is always more
measurable than past one and not to mention the future one, I thought that
process analysis can give an answer to some of management’s questions by
carefully learning about the data with the aid of the already present computers.
The principle goal than became to invent a razor sharp analytic technique that
works universally. I also supported my ideas from “The Tao of Leadership” book
written by John Heider.
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The most valuable experience I learned through this project is therefore project
management in a changing environment. I was literally thinking about the MPI
interface of the program while getting introduced to the company, sorting out my
new accommodation in Texas etc. My first goal when I arrived to Texas was to
regain all the resources I had in the UK and start being productive again. I felt like
driving a military plane in the war. It turned out doable.
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Appendix - Explanation of used terms

C

. NET
A set of Microsoft software technologies for connecting your world of information,
people, systems, and devices. It enables an unprecedented level of software
integration through the use of XML Web services: small, discrete, building-block
applications that connect to each other—as well as to other, larger applications—
via the Internet.
ANSI
American National Standards Institute
The United States government body responsible for approving US standards in
many areas, including computers and communications. ANSI is a member of ISO.
ANSI sells ANSI and ISO (international) standards.
API
Application Program Interface
The interface (calling conventions) by which an application program accesses
operating system and other services. An API is defined at source code level and
provides a level of abstraction between the application and the kernel (or other
privileged utilities) to ensure the portability of the code.
An API can also provide an interface between a high level language and lower
level utilities and services which were written without consideration for the calling
conventions supported by compiled languages. In this case, the API's main task
may be the translation of parameter lists from one format to another and the
interpretation of call-by-value and call-by-reference arguments in one or both
directions.
ATM
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
A method for the dynamic allocation of bandwidth using a fixed-size packet (called
a cell).
See also ATM Forum, Wideband ATM.
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BASIC
Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.
A simple language designed by John G. Kemeny and Thomas E. Kurtz at
Dartmouth College in 1963. It first ran on an IBM 704 on 1964-05-01. It was
designed for quick and easy programming by students and beginners. BASIC
exists in many dialects, and is popular on microcomputers with sound and graphics
support. Most micro versions are interactive and interpreted, but the original
Dartmouth BASIC was compiled.
BASIC was originally designed for Dartmouth's experimental time-sharing system
and has since become the leading cause of brain-damage in proto-hackers. This is
another case (like Pascal) of the cascading lossage that happens when a
language deliberately designed as an educational toy gets taken too seriously. A
novice can write short BASIC programs (on the order of 10--20 lines) very easily;
writing anything longer is (a) very painful, and (b) encourages bad habits that will
make it harder to use more powerful languages well. This wouldn't be so bad if
historical accidents hadn't made BASIC so common on low-end micros. As it is, it
ruins thousands of potential wizards a year.
Originally, all references to code, both GOTO and GOSUB (subroutine call)
referred to the destination by its line number. This allowed for very simple editing in
the days before text editors were considered an essential tool on every computer.
Just typing the line number deleted the line and to edit a line you just typed the
new line with the same number. Programs were typically numbered in steps of ten
to allow for insertions. Later versions, such as BASIC V, allow GOTO-less
structured programming with named procedures and functions, IF-THEN-ELSEENDIF constructs and WHILE loops etc.
Early BASICs had no graphic operations except with graphic characters. In the
1970s BASIC interpreters became standard features in mainframes and
minicomputers. Some versions included matrix operations as language primitives.
A public domain interpreter for a mixture of DEC's MU-Basic and Microsoft Basic is
here. A yacc parser and interpreter were in the comp.sources.unix archives
volume 2.
See also ANSI Minimal BASIC, bournebasic, bwBASIC, ubasic.
[BLAS]

Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
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BSD socket
Berkeley System Distribution
The Berkeley Unix mechanism for creating a virtual connection between
processes. Sockets interface Unix's standard I/O with its network communication
facilities. They can be of two types, stream (bi-directional) or datagram (fixed
length destination-addressed messages). The socket library function socket()
creates a communications end-point or socket and returns a file descriptor with
which to access that socket. The socket has associated with it a socket address,
consisting of a port number and the local host's network address.
Unix manual page: socket(2).
B-Tree
A multi-way balanced tree.
The "B" in B-tree has never been officially defined. It could stand for "balanced" or
"Bayer", after one of the original designers of the algorithms and structure. A Btree is _not_ (necessarily?) a "binary tree".
A B+-tree (as used by IBM's VSAM) is a B-tree where the leaves are also linked
sequentially, thus allowing both fast random access and sequential access to data.
See also this book [Donald Knuth's “Art of Computer Programming”].
[C language]
[C++ language]
CAD
Computer Aided Design
The part of CAE concerning the drawing or physical layout steps of engineering
design. Often found in the phrase "CAD/CAM" for ".. manufacturing".
[CCTP]
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CISC
Complex Instruction Set Computer
A processor where each instruction can perform several low-level operations such
as memory access, arithmetic operations or address calculations. The term was
coined in contrast to Reduced Instruction Set Computer.
Before the first RISC processors were designed, many computer architects were
trying to bridge the "semantic gap" - to design instruction sets to support high-level
languages by providing "high-level" instructions such as procedure call and return,
loop instructions such as "decrement and branch if non-zero" and complex
addressing modes to allow data structure and array accesses to be compiled into
single instructions.
While these architectures achieved their aim of allowing high-level language
constructs to be expressed in fewer instructions, it was observed that they did not
always result in improved performance. For example, on one processor it was
discovered that it was possible to improve the performance by NOT using the
procedure call instruction but using a sequence of simpler instructions instead.
Furthermore, the more complex the instruction set, the greater the overhead of
decoding an instruction, both in execution time and silicon area. This is particularly
true for processors which used microcode to decode the (macro) instruction. It is
easier to debug a complex instruction set implemented in microcode than one
whose decoding is "hard-wired" in silicon.
Examples of CISC processors are the Motorola 680x0 family and the Intel 80186
through Intel 486 and Pentium.
Client
A computer system or process that requests a service of another computer system
or process (a "server") using some kind of protocol and accepts the server's
responses. A client is part of a client-server software architecture.
For example, a workstation requesting the contents of a file from a file server is a
client of the file server.
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COBOL
COmmon Business Oriented Language
A programming language for simple computations on large amounts of data,
designed by the CODASYL Committee in April 1960. COBOL's natural language
style is intended to be largely self-documenting. It introduced the record structure.
COBOL was probably the most widely used programming language during the
1960s and 1970s. Many of the major programs that required repair or replacement
due to Year 2000 software rot issues were originally written in COBOL, and this
was responsible for a short-lived demand for programmers fluent in this "dead
language". Even in 2002 though, new COBOL programs are still being written in
some organisations and many old COBOL programs are still running in dinosaur
shops.
Major revisions in 1968 (ANS X3.23-1968), 1974 (ANS X3.23-1974) and 1985.
Usenet newsgroup: comp.lang.cobol.
CPU
Central processing unit
The part of a computer which controls all the other parts. Designs vary widely but,
in general, the CPU consists of the control unit, the arithmetic and logic unit (ALU)
and memory (registers, cache, RAM and ROM) as well as various temporary
buffers and other logic.
The control unit fetches instructions from memory and decodes them to produce
signals which control the other part of the computer. This may cause it to transfer
data between memory and ALU or to activate peripherals to perform input or
output.
A parallel computer has several CPUs which may share other resources such as
memory and peripherals.
The term "processor" has to some extent replaced "CPU", though RAM and ROM
are not normally considered as part of a processor. This is particularly true of
common modern microprocessors though there have been microprocessors which
include RAM and/or ROM on the same integrated circuit.
The CPU Info Center lists many kinds of CPU.
CSMA/CD
Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Detect. The low level network
arbitration protocol used on Ethernet. Nodes wait for quiet on the net before
starting to transmit and listen while they are transmitting. If two nodes transmit at
once the data gets corrupted. The nodes detect this and continue to transmit for a
certain length of time to ensure that all nodes detect the collision. The transmitting
nodes then wait for a random time before attempting to transmit again thus
minimizing the chance of another collision. The ability to detect collision during
transmission reduces the amount of bandwidth wasted on collisions compared with
simple ALOHA broadcasting.
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CTC
Cornell Theory Centre
One of four supercomputing centers funded by the US National Science
Foundation. The CTC also receives funding from the Advanced Research Projects
Agency, the National Institutes of Health, New York State, IBM Corporation, and
other members of the center's Corporate Research Institute.
Home
Data protection Law
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October
1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data
and on the free movement of such data
DBMS
Database management system
A suite of programs, which typically manage large, structured sets of persistent
data, offering ad hoc query facilities to many users. They are widely used in
business applications.
A database management system (DBMS) can be an extremely complex set of
software programs that controls the organization, storage and retrieval of data
(fields, records and files) in a database. It also controls the security and integrity of
the database. The DBMS accepts requests for data from the application program
and instructs the operating system to transfer the appropriate data.
When a DBMS is used, information systems can be changed much more easily as
the organization’s information requirements change. New categories of data can
be added to the database without disruption to the existing system.
Data security prevents unauthorized users from viewing or updating the database.
Using passwords, users are allowed access to the entire database or subsets of
the database, called sub schemas (pronounced "sub-schema"). For example, an
employee database can contain all the data about an individual employee, but one
group of users may be authorized to view only payroll data, while others are
allowed access to only work history and medical data.
The DBMS can maintain the integrity of the database by not allowing more than
one user to update the same record at the same time. The DBMS can keep
duplicate records out of the database; for example, no two customers with the
same customer numbers (key fields) can be entered into the database.
Query languages and report writers allow users to interactively interrogate the
database and analyze its data.
If the DBMS provides a way to interactively enter and update the database, as well
as interrogate it, this capability allows for managing personal databases. However,
it may not leave an audit trail of actions or provide the kinds of controls necessary
in a multi-user organization. These controls are only available when a set of
application programs is customized for each data entry and updating function.
A business information system is made up of subjects (customers, employees,
vendors, etc.) and activities (orders, payments, purchases, etc.). Database design
is the process of deciding how to organize this data into record types and how the
record types will relate to each other. The DBMS should mirror the organization’s
data structure and process transactions efficiently.
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Organizations may use one kind of DBMS for daily transaction processing and
then move the detail onto another computer that uses another DBMS better suited
for random inquiries and analysis. Overall data administrators and systems
analysts perform systems design decisions. Database administrators perform
detailed database design.
The three most common organizations are the hierarchical database, network
database and relational database. A database management system may provide
one, two or all three methods. Inverted lists and other methods are also used. The
most suitable structure depends on the application and on the transaction rate and
the number of inquiries that will be made.
Database machines are specially designed computers that hold the actual
databases and run only the DBMS and related software. Connected to one or
more mainframes via a high-speed channel, database machines are used in large
volume transaction processing environments. Database machines have a large
number of DBMS functions built into the hardware and also provide special
techniques for accessing the disks containing the databases, such as using
multiple processors concurrently for high-speed searches.
The world of information is made up of data, text, pictures and voice. Many DBMSs
manage text as well as data, but very few manage both with equal proficiency.
Throughout the 1990s, as storage capacities continue to increase, DBMSs will
begin to integrate all forms of information. Eventually, it will be common for a
database to handle data, text, graphics, voice and video with the same ease as
today's systems handle data.
See also: intelligent database.
Dense matrix
This is the most common way of storing matrices, and consists of one contiguous
piece of memory that is divided up into rows or columns of equal length. The
following example shows how a matrix can be mapped to linear memory in either a
row-major or column-major fashion.
[1 2 3]
[4 5 6]
[7 8 9]
Row major:
[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9]
Column major:
[1 4 7 2 5 8 3 6 9]
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Discrete mathematics
Discrete mathematics is the area of mathematics that studies finite element
structures and processes.
DISCRETE appears in English in 1570 in Sir Henry Billingsley's translation of
Euclid's Elements: "Two contrary kinds of quantity; quantity discrete or number,
and quantity continual or magnitude" (OED2).
DISCRETE MATHEMATICS occurs in 1971 in the title of the journal Discrete
Mathematics.
MS-DOS
Microsoft Disk Operating System (Or "DOS", "MS-DOG", "mess-dos") Microsoft
Corporation's clone of CP/M for the 8088 crafted together in 6 weeks by hacker
Tim Paterson.
MS-DOS is a single user operating system that runs one program at a time and is
limited to working with one megabyte of memory, 640 kilobytes of which is usable
for the application program. Special add-on EMS memory boards allow EMScompliant software to exceed the 1 MB limit. Add-ons to DOS, such as Microsoft
Windows and DESQview, take advantage of EMS and allow the user to have
multiple applications loaded at once and switch between them.
Numerous features, including vaguely Unix-like but rather broken support for
subdirectories, I/O redirection, and pipelines, were hacked into MS-DOS 2.0 and
subsequent versions; as a result, there are two or more incompatible versions of
many system calls, and MS-DOS programmers can never agree on basic things
like what character to use as an option switch or whether to be case-sensitive. The
resulting mess is now the highest-unit-volume operating system in history. It is
used on many Intel 16 and 32 bit microprocessors and IBM PC compatibles.
Many of the original DOS functions were calls to BASIC (in ROM on the original
IBM PC), e.g. Format and Mode. People with non-IBM PCs had to buy MS-Basic
(later called GWBasic). Most version of DOS came with some version of BASIC.
Also know as PC-DOS or simply as DOS, which annoys people familiar with other
similarly abbreviated operating systems (the name goes back to the mid-1960s,
when it was attached to IBM's first disk operating system for the IBM 360).
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DSL
Digital Subscriber Line
A family of digital telecommunications protocols designed to allow high speed data
communication over the existing copper telephone lines between end-users and
telephone companies.
When two conventional modems are connected through the telephone system
(PSTN), it treats the communication the same as voice conversations. This has the
advantage that there is no investment required from the telephone company (telco)
but the disadvantage is that the bandwidth available for the communication is the
same as that available for voice conversations, usually 64 kb/s (DS0) at most. The
twisted-pair copper cables into individual homes or offices can usually carry
significantly more than 64 kb/s but the Telco needs to handle the signal as digital
rather than analog.
There are many implementations of the basic scheme, differing in the
communication protocol used and providing varying service levels. The throughput
of the communication can be anything from about 128 kb/s to over 8 Mb/s, the
communication can be either symmetric or asymmetric (i.e. the available
bandwidth may or may not be the same upstream and downstream). Equipment
prices and service fees also vary considerably.
The first technology based on DSL was ISDN, although ISDN is not often
recognized as such nowadays. Since then a large number of other protocols have
been developed, collectively referred to as xDSL, including HDSL, SDSL, ADSL,
and VDSL. As yet none of these have reached very wide deployment but wider
deployment is expected for 1998-1999.
http://www.cyberventure.com/~cedpa/databus-issues/v38n1/xdsl.html.
2Wire DSL provider lookup.
["Data Cooks, But Will Vendors Get Burned?", "Supercomm Spotlight On ADSL" &
"Lucent Sells Paradine", Wilson & Carol, Inter@ctive Week Vol. 3 #13, p1 & 6,
June 24 1996].
Clan
The CLAN name is a reference to the Scottish influence of Carnegie Mellon
University; further a clan is a cooperative group of individuals (as we like to think of
the CLAN cluster ;-)
The PSC CLAN cluster project has been a successful effort in creating a
production quality scientific computing resource from commodity off the shelf
(COTS) hardware.
From the start, the CLAN has been capable of dual booting into Unix and Windows
NT to support execute research applications requiring either environment.
Scalability and automated management have also been central themes of the
project and have led to a wide array of software efforts.
A defining trait of the CLAN cluster is that jobs are submitted to a central
scheduler, which dynamically reboots compute nodes as required for execution of
submitted jobs.
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Ethernet
A local area network first described by Metcalfe & Boggs of Xerox PARC in 1976.
Specified by DEC, Intel and XEROX (DIX) as IEEE 802.3 and now recognized as
the industry standard.
Data is broken into packets and each one is transmitted using the CSMA/CD
algorithm until it arrives at the destination without colliding with any other packet.
The first contention slot after a transmission is reserved for an acknowledge
packet. A node is either transmitting or receiving at any instant. The bandwidth is
about 10/1000/104 Mbit/s. Disk-Ethernet-Disk transfer rate with TCP/IP is typically
30 kilobyte per second.
Version 2 specifies that collision detect of the transceiver must be activated during
the inter-packet gap and that when transmission finishes, the differential transmit
lines are driven to 0V (half step). It also specifies some network management
functions such as reporting collisions, retries and deferrals.
Ethernet cables are classified as "XbaseY", e.g. 10base5, where X is the data rate
in Mbps, "base" means "baseband" (as opposed to radio frequency) and Y is the
category of cabling. The original cable was 10base5 ("full spec"), others are
10base2 ("thinnet") and 10baseT ("twisted pair") which is now (1998) very
common. 100baseT ("Fast Ethernet") is also increasingly common.
[Fast Fourier Transforms]
[FDDI]
[Fourier transforms]
GNU
A recursive acronym: "GNU's Not Unix!". The Free Software Foundation's project
to provide a freely distributable replacement for Unix. The GNU Manifesto was
published in the March 1985 issue of Dr. Dobb's Journal but the GNU project
started a year and a half earlier when Richard Stallman was trying to get funding to
work on his freely distributable editor, Emacs.
Emacs and the GNU C compiler, gcc, two tools designed for this project, have
become very popular. GNU software is available from many GNU archive sites.
See also Hurd.
Graph
A collection of nodes and edges.
See also connected graph, degree, directed graph, Moore bound, regular graph,
tree.
[HILI]
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[HiPPI]
IEEE
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
(IEEE) The world's largest technical professional society, based in the USA.
Founded in 1884 by a handful of practitioners of the new electrical engineering
discipline, today's Institute has more than 320,000 members who participate in its
activities in 147 countries. The IEEE sponsors technical conferences, symposia
and local meetings worldwide, publishes nearly 25% of the world's technical
papers in electrical, electronics and computer engineering and computer science,
provides educational programs for its members and promotes standardization.
Areas covered include aerospace, computers and communications, biomedical
technology, electric power and consumer electronics.
IETF
Internet Engineering Task Force
A large, open international community of network designers, operators, vendors
and researchers whose purpose is to coordinate the operation, management and
evolution of the Internet and to resolve short- and mid-range protocol and
architectural issues. It is a major source of proposals for protocol standards which
are submitted to the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) for final approval. The IETF
meets three times a year and extensive minutes are included in the IETF
Proceedings. The IETF Secretariat, run by The Corporation for National Research
Initiatives with funding from the US government, maintains an index of InternetDrafts whereas RFCs are maintained by The Internet Architecture Board.
Home.
[IP]

Internet Protocol

ISO
International Organization for Standardization
A voluntary, no treaty organization founded in 1946, responsible for creating
international standards in many areas, including computers and communications.
Its members are the national standards organizations of 89 countries, including the
American National Standards Institute. ISO produced the OSI seven layer model
for network architecture.
The term "ISO" is not actually an acronym for anything. It is a pun on the Greek
prefix "iso-", meaning "same". Some ISO documents say ISO is not an acronym
even though it is an anagram of the initials of the organization’s name.
Home.
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LAN
Local area network
A data communications network, which is geographically, limited (typically to a 1
km radius) allowing easy interconnection of terminals, microprocessors and
computers within adjacent buildings. Ethernet and FDDI are examples of standard
LANs.
Because the network is known to cover only a small area, optimizations can be
made in the network signal protocols that permit data rates up to 100Mb/s.
See also token ring, wide area network, metropolitan area network..
Usenet newsgroup: comp.dcom.lans.misc.
LLC
Logical Link Control
The upper portion of the data link layer, as defined in IEEE 802.2. The LLC sub
layer presents a uniform interface to the user of the data link service, usually the
network layer. Beneath the LLC sub layer is the Media Access Control (MAC) sub
layer.
LMSC
IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee The IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards
Committee develops Local Area Network standards and Metropolitan Area
Network standards. The most widely used standards are for the Ethernet family,
Token Ring, Wireless LAN, Bridging and Virtual Bridged LANs. An individual
Working Group provides the focus for each area.
MAC
Media Access Control
The lower sub layer of the OSI data link layer. The interface between a node's
Logical Link Control and the network's physical layer. The MAC differs for various
physical media.
See also MAC Address, Ethernet, token ring.
[Matrix]
[MFC]

Microsoft Foundation Classes

[MKLB]

Math Kernel Library
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MPI
Message Passing Interface
The de facto standard for communication among the nodes running a parallel
program on a distributed memory system. MPI is a library of routines that can be
called from Fortran and C programs. MPI's advantage over older message passing
libraries is that it is both portable (because MPI has been implemented for almost
every distributed memory architecture) and fast (because each implementation is
optimized for the hardware it runs on).
Myrinet networks
Myrinet is a cost-effective, high-performance, packet-communication and switching
technology that is widely used to interconnect clusters of workstations, PCs,
servers, or single-board computers. Clusters provide an economical way of
achieving:
•

•

High performance, by distributing demanding computations across an
array of cost-effective hosts. For "tightly coupled" distributed computations,
the interconnect must provide high-data-rate and low-latency
communication between host processes.
High availability, by allowing a computation to proceed with a subset of the
hosts. The interconnect should be capable of detecting and isolating faults,
and of using alternative communication paths.

Conventional networks such as Ethernet can be used to build clusters, but do not
provide the performance or features required for high-performance or highavailability clustering. Characteristics that distinguish Myrinet from other networks
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Full-duplex 2+2 Gigabit/second data rate links, switch ports, and interface
ports.
Flow control, error control, and "heartbeat" continuity monitoring on every
link.
Low-latency, cut-through, crossbar switches, with monitoring for highavailability applications.
Switch networks that can scale to tens of thousands of hosts, and that can
also provide alternative communication paths between hosts.
Host interfaces that execute a control program to interact directly with host
processes ("OS bypass") for low-latency communication, and directly with
the network to send, receive, and buffer packets.

Myrinet is an American National Standard -- ANSI/VITA 26-1998. The link and
routing specifications are public, published, and open.
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Nasdaq
The world's largest electronic stock market, NASDAQ® is not limited to one central
trading location. Rather, trading is executed through NASDAQ's sophisticated
computer and telecommunications network, which transmits real-time quote and
trade data to more than 1.3 million users in 83 countries. Without size limitations or
geographical boundaries, NASDAQ's "open architecture" market structure allows a
virtually unlimited number of participants to trade in a company's stock.
Today, NASDAQ lists the securities of nearly 4,100 of the world's leading
companies and each year, continues to help hundreds of companies successfully
make the transition to public ownership.
The Evolution of NASDAQ
1961 Congress authorizes the Security and Exchange Commission
(SEC) to conduct a study of fragmentation in the over-the-counter
market. The SEC proposes automation as a possible solution and
charges the NASD with it implementation.
1971 On February 8, NASDAQ begins trading.
1984 Small Order Execution SystemSM (SOESSM) becomes ready for
use to execute small orders automatically against the best
quotations-making greater volume and efficiency in trading
possible.
1990 SelectNet®, an online screen negotiation and execution service
debuts, enhancing opportunities for finding and executing
transactions at the best prices at greater volume than allowed by
SOES.
1994 NASDAQ surpasses the New York Stock Exchange in annual
share volume.
1997 Final phase for implementation of Order Handling Rules.
1998 In conjunction with The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, NASDAQ
announced a partnership to provide investors worldwide with
information about their respective markets on a new, joint Internet
Web service.
1999 NASDAQ becomes the largest stock market in the U.S. by dollar
volume and repeatedly breaks share and dollar volume records. In
June, NASDAQ signed an agreement in Tokyo with Softbank
Corporation, jointly capitalizing a new company-NASDAQ
JapanSM. This proved to be the first leg in NASDAQ's global
strategy to link Asian markets with European and American
markets.
2000 NASD membership votes overwhelmingly to restructure the
organization. The restructuring spins off NASDAQ into a
shareholder-owned, for-profit company. NASDAQ completes the
first phase of its restructuring. NASDAQ formally opened the new
MarketSite in the heart of New York's Times Square. NASDAQ
continued to be the engine for capital formation and job creation.
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Between 1997 and 2000, it brought 1,649 companies public, and
in the process raised $316.5 billion and added hundreds of
thousands of jobs to the American economy. NASDAQ continues
to build capacity for the trading volumes of tomorrow, with a
capacity to trade 6 billion shares a day, a ten-fold increase since
1997.
2001 SuperMontageSM proposal approved by SEC.
Phase II of NASD's private placement is completed.
NAT
Network Address Translation
A hardware device currently being developed and used to extend the Internet
addresses already in use. NAT has been suggested as an alternative to adopting
IPv6 (IPng). It allows duplicate IP addresses to be used within a corporation and
unique addresses outside.
ODBC
Open Database Connectivity
A standard for accessing different database systems. There are interfaces for
Visual Basic, Visual C++, SQL and the ODBC driver pack contains drivers for the
Access, Paradox, dBase, Text, Excel and Btrieve databases.
An application can submit statements to ODBC using the ODBC flavor of SQL.
ODBC then translates these to whatever flavor the database understands.
ODBC 1.0 was released in September 1992.
ODBC is based on Call-Level Interface and was defined by the SQL Access
Group. Microsoft was one member of the group and was the first company to
release a commercial product based on its work (under Microsoft Windows) but
ODBC is not a Microsoft standard (as many people believe).
ODBC drivers and development tools are available now for Microsoft Windows,
Unix, OS/2, and Macintosh.
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OLAP
On-Line Analytical Processing
A category of database software which provides an interface such that users can
transform or limit raw data according to user-defined or pre-defined functions, and
quickly and interactively examine the results in various dimensions of the data.
OLAP primarily involves aggregating large amounts of diverse data. OLAP can
involve millions of data items with complex relationships. Its objective is to analyze
these relationships and look for patterns, trends, and exceptions.
The term was originally coined by Dr. Codd in 1993 with 12 "rules". Since then, the
OLAP Council, many vendors, and Dr. Codd himself have added new
requirements and confusion.
Richard Creeth and Nigel Pendse define OLAP as fast analysis of shared
multidimensional information. Their definition requires the system to respond to
users within about five seconds. It should support logical and statistical processing
of results without the user having to program in a 4GL. It should implement all the
security requirements for confidentiality and concurrent update locking. The
system must provide a multidimensional conceptual view of the data, including full
support for multiple hierarchies. Other aspects to consider include data duplication,
RAM and disk space requirements, performance, and integration with data
warehouses.
The OLAP Council.
http://www.access.digex.net/~grimes/olap/.
OO
Object Oriented
The use of a class of programming languages and techniques based on the
concept of an "object" which is a data structure (abstract data type) encapsulated
with a set of routines, called "methods", which operate on the data. Operations on
the data can _only_ be performed via these methods, which are common to all
objects that are instances of a particular "class". Thus the interface to objects is
well defined, and allows the code implementing the methods to be changed so
long as the interface remains the same. Each class is a separate module and has
a position in a "class hierarchy". Methods or code in one class can be passed
down the hierarchy to a subclass or inherited from a superclass. This is called
"inheritance". A procedure call is described as invoking a method on an object
(which effectively becomes the procedure's first argument), and may optionally
include other arguments. The method name is looked up in the object's class to
find out how to perform that operation on the given object. If the method is not
defined for the object's class, it is looked for in its superclass and so on up the
class hierarchy until it is found or there is no higher superclass. OOP started with
SIMULA-67 around 1970 and became all-pervasive with the advent of C++, and
later Java. Another popular object-oriented programming language (OOPL) is
Smalltalk, a seminal example from Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center (PARC).
Others include Ada, Object Pascal, Objective C, DRAGOON, BETA, Emerald,
POOL, Eiffel, Self, Oblog, ESP, Loops, POLKA, and Python. Other languages,
such as Perl and VB, permit, but do not enforce OOP. FAQ.
http://zgdv.igd.fhg.de/papers/se/oop/. http://cuiwww.unige.ch/Chloe/OOinfo.
Usenet newsgroup: comp.object.
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GM
The low-level message-passing system for Myrinet networks
The GM system includes a driver, Myrinet-interface control program, a network
mapping program, and the GM API, library, and header files. GM features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concurrent, protected, user-level access to the Myrinet interface.
Reliable, ordered delivery of messages.
Automatic mapping and route computation.
Automatic recovery from transient network problems.
Scalability to thousands of nodes.
Low latency, high data rate, and very low host-CPU utilization. (See the
performance benchmarks.)

Extensible software to allow simultaneous direct support of the GM API, IP (TCP,
UDP), MPI, and other APIs.
Support for IP (TCP, UDP) over GM is included in most GM distributions.
GM achieves its exceptional performance with a technique known as "OperatingSystem bypass" (OS-bypass). After initial operating-system calls to allocate and
register memory for communication, application programs can send and receive
messages without system calls. Instead, the GM API functions communicate
through common memory with the Myrinet Control Program that is executing
continuously on the processor in the Myrinet interface.
[PLAPACK]

Parallel Linear Algebra Package

PVM
Parallel Virtual Machine
A software system designed to allow a network of heterogeneous machines to be
used as a single distributed parallel processor.
PVM was developed by the University of Tennessee, The Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and the Emory University.
Home.
Usenet newsgroup: comp.parallel.pvm.
[Ref: BSc project: Distributed graph analysis]
RAM/ROM
Random Access Memory/Read Only Memory
A data storage device for which the order of access to different locations does not
affect the speed of access. This is in contrast to, say, a magnetic disk, magnetic
tape or a mercury delay line where it is very much quicker to access data
sequentially because accessing a non-sequential location requires physical
movement of the storage medium rather than just electronic switching.
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The most common form of RAM in use today is built from semiconductor
integrated circuits, which can be either static (SRAM) or dynamic (DRAM). In the
1970s magnetic core memory was used. RAM is still referred to as core by some
old-timers.
The term "RAM" has gained the additional meaning of read-write. Most kinds of
semiconductor read-only memory (ROM) are actually "random access" in the
above sense but are never referred to as RAM. Furthermore, memory referred to
as RAM can usually be read and written equally quickly (approximately), in
contrast to the various kinds of programmable read-only memory. Finally, RAM is
usually volatile though non-volatile random-access memory is also used.
Interestingly, some DRAM devices are not truly random access because various
kinds of "page mode" or "column mode" mean that sequential access is faster than
random access.
RFC
Request for Further Comments. See [IETF].
RJ-45
A serial connector which looks very much like a standard telephone connector,
except it houses eight wires instead of four. RJ-45s are not typically found on
computers or normal serial equipment, but because they are so small they are
often used on devices such as terminal servers that have many ports.
Ethernet (10baseT) and Token Ring sometimes use four wires of an RJ-45 plug,
100baseVG uses all eight. 100BaseTX uses the same four wires of the RJ-45
connector as 10baseT but the wire must be category 5 instead of category 3.
SDK
Software Developers Kit
Software provided by a software vendor to allow their products to be used with
those of other software vendors.
Server
A program or computer which provides some service to other (client) programs.
The connection between client and server is normally by means of message
passing, often over a network, and uses some protocol to encode the client's
requests and the server's responses. The server may run continuously (as a
daemon), waiting for requests to arrive or it may be invoked by some higher level
daemon which controls a number of specific servers (inetd on Unix). There are
many servers associated with the Internet, such as those for Network File System,
Network Information Service (NIS), Domain Name System (DNS), FTP, news,
finger, Network Time Protocol. On Unix, a long list can be found in /etc/services or
in the NIS database "services". See client-server.
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SETI
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence. The mission of the SETI Institute is to
explore, understand and explain the origin, nature, prevalence and distribution of
life in the universe.
SIMD
Single Instruction/Multiple Data
The classification under Flynn's taxonomy for a parallel processor where many
processing elements (functional units) perform the same operations on different
data. There is often a central controller which broadcasts the instruction stream to
all the processing elements.
Contrast Multiple Instruction/Multiple Data.
SMP
Symmetric multiprocessing
Two or more similar processors connected via a high-bandwidth link and managed
by one operating system, where each processor has equal access to I/O devices.
This is in contrast to the "compute server" kind of parallel processor where a frontend processor handles all I/O to disks, terminals and local area network etc.
The processors are treated more or less equally, with application programs able to
run on any or perhaps all processors in the system, interchangeably, at the
operating system's discretion. Simple MP usually involves assigning each
processor to a fixed task (such as managing the file system), reserving the single
main CPU for general tasks.
OS/2 currently supports so-called HMP (Hybrid Multiprocessing), which provides
some elements of symmetric multiprocessing, using add-on IBM software called
MP/2. OS/2 SMP was planned for release in late 1993.
[SONET]
[SQL]

Standard Query Language

[TCP]

Transfer Control Protocol

Thread
Sharing a single CPU between multiple tasks (or "threads") in a way designed to
minimize the time required to switch threads. This is accomplished by sharing as
much as possible of the program execution environment between the different
threads so that very little state needs to be saved and restored when changing
thread.
Multithreading differs from multitasking in that threads share more of their
environment with each other than do tasks under multitasking. Threads may be
distinguished only by the value of their program counters and stack pointers while
sharing a single address space and set of global variables. There is thus very little
protection of one thread from another, in contrast to multitasking.
Multithreading can thus be used for very fine-grain multitasking, at the level of a
few instructions, and so can hide latency by keeping the processor busy after one
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thread issues a long-latency instruction on which subsequent instructions in that
thread depend.
A light-weight process is somewhere between a thread and a full process.
TL0 is an example of a threaded machine language. Dataflow computation (E.g. Id
and SISAL) is an extreme form of multithreading.
Token bus
(IEEE 802.4) A networking protocol which mediates access to a bus topology
network as though it were a token ring. This eliminates the collisions found in
carrier sense collision detect protocols. Nodes can be configured to pass the token
in any order, not necessarily related to their physical ordering on the bus. The
token is sent from one node to its successor in the logical ring by broadcast on the
bus and is ignored by the other nodes.
Token ring
A computer local area network arbitration scheme in which conflicts in the
transmission of messages are avoided by the granting of "tokens" which give
permission to send. A station keeps the token while transmitting a message, if it
has a message to transmit, and then passes it on to the next station.
Often, "Token Ring" is used to refer to the IEEE 802.5 token ring standard, which
is the most common type of token ring.
Usenet newsgroup: comp.dcom.lans.token-ring.
[Triangular systems]
Unix
An interactive time-sharing operating system invented in 1969 by Ken Thompson
after Bell Labs left the Multics project, originally so he could play games on his
scavenged PDP-7. Dennis Ritchie, the inventor of C, is considered a co-author of
the system. The turning point in Unix's history came when it was reimplemented
almost entirely in C during 1972 - 1974, making it the first source-portable OS.
Unix subsequently underwent mutations and expansions at the hands of many
different people, resulting in a uniquely flexible and developer-friendly
environment. By 1991, Unix had become the most widely used multi-user generalpurpose operating system in the world. Many people consider this the most
important victory yet of hackerdom over industry opposition (but see Unix weenie
and Unix conspiracy for an opposing point of view). Unix is now offered by many
manufacturers and is the subject of an international standardisation effort [called?].
Unix-like operating systems include AIX, A/UX, BSD, Debian, FreeBSD, GNU, HPUX, Linux, NetBSD, NEXTSTEP, OpenBSD, OPENSTEP, OSF, POSIX, RISCiX,
Solaris, SunOS, System V, Ultrix, USG Unix, Version 7, Xenix.
"Unix" or "UNIX"? Both seem roughly equally popular, perhaps with a historical
bias towards the latter. "UNIX" is a registered trademark of The Open Group,
however, since it is a name and not an acronym, "Unix" has been adopted in this
dictionary except where a larger name includes it in upper case. Since the OS is
case-sensitive and exists in many different versions, it is fitting that its name
should reflect this.
The UNIX Reference Desk.
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[Vector Mathematical Library (VML)]
[VIA]
VLAN
Virtual Local Area Network
A logical grouping of two or more nodes which are not necessarily on the same
physical network segment but which share the same IP network number. This is
often associated with switched Ethernet.
IEEE 802.1Q is a VLAN standard.
WAN
Wide Area Network
A network, usually constructed with serial lines, extending over distances greater
than one kilometer.
Compare local area network, metropolitan area network.
Winsock
Windows sockets
A specification for Microsoft Windows network software, describing how
applications can access network services, especially TCP/IP. Winsock is intended
to provide a single API to which application developers should program and to
which multiple network software vendors should conform. For any particular
version of Microsoft Windows, it defines a binary interface (ABI) such that an
application written to the Windows Sockets API can work with a conformant
protocol implementation from any network software vendor.
Winsock was conceived at Fall Interop '91 during a Birds of a Feather session.
Windows Sockets is supported by Microsoft Windows, Windows for Workgroups,
Win32s, Windows 95 and Windows NT. It will support protocols other than TCP/IP.
Under Windows NT, Microsoft will provide Windows Sockets support over TCP/IP
and IPX/SPX. DEC will be implementing DECNet. Windows NT will include
mechanisms for multiple protocol support in Windows Sockets, both 32-bit and 16
bit.
Mark Towfiq said, "The next rev. of Winsock will not be until towards the end of
1993. We need 1.1 of the API to become firmly settled and implemented first."
Windows Sockets API or ftp://microdyne.com/pub/winsock or send a message
"help" to either <ftpmail@SunSite.UNC.Edu> or <ftpmail@DECWRL.DEC.Com>.
Windows Sockets specification
XML
Extensible Markup Language
An initiative from the W3C defining an "extremely simple" dialect of SGML suitable
for use on the World-Wide Web. XML is also the underlying framework of the
Microsoft .NET architecture.
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